Dear Friends,

On behalf of the Sisters of Charity of the Blessed Virgin Mary, I wish to extend our sincere gratitude for your generosity. We are blessed to have the philanthropic support of friends and family near and far. The BVM mission is alive and thriving because of our partnership, which is changing people’s lives for the better.

We are pleased to share Perspective, our annual report to donors, with you. The following pages will recognize many of our 5,000-plus donors.

Each gift received is special! As good stewards of these resources, we have chosen to publish only those donors who have been members of one of four giving circles during this past year. A full listing of every donor appears on our website, www.bvmcong.org. I hope you enjoy reading how your gifts have made our sisters, and those we serve, living proof of what your support can do.

Like many nonprofit organizations, the Sisters of Charity, BVM have benefited from project-based fundraising campaigns using social media. Some of those special projects that you helped support are found on p. 23. Our sisters played an active role in these campaigns by starring in videos that were shared on Facebook, YouTube and Twitter. Your willingness to like and share these videos with friends allowed us to welcome many first-time donors to our organization.

We do our best to check our list for accuracy, but mistakes may be made, and your understanding is appreciated. If you notice that your name has been omitted or misspelled in our listing, please accept our apology and contact us so that we can make the necessary correction.

Again, thank you for your continued partnership with the Sisters of Charity, BVM. As always, the sisters will pray for you in gratitude during their daily prayers and Masses.

Gratefully,

Andy Schroeder
Director of Development

Director of Development Andy Schroeder was honored as “Outstanding Professional Fundraiser” at the National Philanthropy Day Awards Luncheon on Nov. 15 at the Grand River Center, Dubuque, Iowa. Andy serves on several boards in the local community. He shares, “I am proud that every day I go to work I know that I will have the ability to partner with people who are trying to make the world a better place. I love what I do and believe in it.”

The women and men listed in this report represent the deep level of support of the life and ministry of the Sisters of Charity, BVM. A cross (✝) is used to indicate that the person has died. We include their names to honor their commitment and their memory.
We cannot thank you enough for your generous support and friendship.
The Sisters of Charity, BVM, and those they serve, are truly blessed that you have partnered with them in mission. It is with sincere gratitude that we present this accounting of the Office of Development. Total receipts for the fiscal year, Sept. 1, 2016–Aug. 31, 2017, were $2,876,599.

Who are our donors?
- Alumni | 4,202
- Family | 1,496
- Friends | 1,859
- Other | 1,400
- Former BVMs | 809
- BVM Associates | 309

Areas of Support
- Unrestricted Support | $1,817,530
- BVM Support Fund | $613,051
- BVM Endowed Scholarship Fund | $262,960
- Mission and Ministry Endowment | $148,822
- International Ministry Fund | $34,236

2016 Annual Appeal
- BVM Endowed Scholarship Fund | $258,740
- Unrestricted | $121,761
- BVM Support Fund | $74,433
- International Ministry Fund | $23,450
- Music Therapy | $650

The Office of Development is maintained by the congregation of the Sisters of Charity of the Blessed Virgin Mary and is recognized as a nonprofit, tax-exempt, religious organization by the state of Iowa and the Federal Government.

Cost per dollar raised for the 2016–2017 fiscal year was 14¢.

All financial information in this report has been reviewed by Eide Bailly LLP.

New Donors of Distinction from the past year are noted in bold. Visit www.bvmcong.org to view the complete list of donors.

For a print copy of our benefactors showing gifts received from Sept. 1, 2016–Aug. 31, 2017, contact the Office of Development at 563-585-2854.
Names in bold are new members.

Anonymous (12)
Judith Andrews
Rita Arnold
Katie and John Audley
Kathryn and Robert Baker
Christopher Bakes
Paul and Mary Bauer
Kathleen Bebe
Mary and Louis Bencomo
Joan Benson
Marcella Betts
Robert and Connie Bintner
Sandra Bjorklund
Mary and Louis Bencomo
Joan Benson
Mary and Louis Bencomo
Joan Benson
Katherine Casey
Marybeth Coleman and
Eileen O’Shea
Adrian Collins
Michael Collins
Norine Collins
Violet Corr
Sandra Craig
Mary Anne Critz
Jane Cronkleton
Harriet Dailey
Rose Marie Davidsaver
Vincent and Mary DeBow
Geraldine Delaney
Barbara DePue
Dennis Dietrich
Patricia and Joseph Doves
Maureen Doherty
Elena Duarte
Catherine Eberle
Georg and Sonya Ek
Fred Faller
Peter and Marie Ferry
Roberta and William Flaherty
Shirley Ford
Katharine and Robert Forrester
Fort Bragg Electric Inc
Virginia Rose Forte
Marco and Narlene Frausto
Phillip Genovese
Donna and Mike Gomez
Eileen Hanna
John and Virginia Heitz
Marlyn Highlander-Pool and
Lloyd Pool
Jeanette Holmes
Irene Hruby
Alan and Sharon Kalitzky
Francis Kehoe
Laura Knapp and Joseph Knapp
Mary Ann and James Krems
Joan LaBue
Christen LaFayette
Mary Agnes Leonard
Patricia and Michael
Livingston
Lois Loveless
Rose Mary Luh
Tess Malumpay
Marilyn and Richard Marks
Rebecca and Alfred Marti
John Matcovich and Jennifer
Lucas Young
Susan and Frank Matule
Keith and Dorothy McCaffrey
Ralph and Mary Catherine
McCaffrey
Nancy McCarville
Kathleen McCormac
Mary McGonigle-McCourt
Mary and John McNiff
Grace Mendez
Muriel and Ronald Mendomca
Mary Kay Merrit
Rita Michaels
Marie Myers
Colleen and James Nieman
Kathleen and Neftali Nieves
Rose Nikodem
George Nikolas
Mary Anne and
Carl Nordeen
Joan and Robert O’Keefe
Reverend Lawrence Percell
Shirley Perry
Bernadette McCall Proulx
Thomas Purcell III and
Suzanne Purcell
Vivianne Toomey Rago and
Albert Rago
Jennifer and Greg Reese
Patricia Robb and
Stephen Clarke
Marilyn Roche
Dorothy and Frank Rothman
Cliff Running
Louise and Jose Santiago
Agnes Saucerman
Margaret Schneider
Andy and Kara Schroeder
Sharon Scully
Diane and Roger Serzen
Nancy and John Singleton
Shawn Singleton
Sylvia Standaert
Douglas Stilling
Nancy Swanson
William Taylor
Keith Timmons
Paul Tobin Sr and
Virginia Tobin
Fortunato Trapani
Francis Twerrek
Charles Vermeyen
Theose Wagener
Robert and Donna Wahler
Donna Tobin Westemeyer and
John Westemeyer
Lynn Whitmore
Marjorie Wood
Caroline Zygowicz

BVM Monthly Partners
Friends who contribute monthly to the Sisters of Charity of the Blessed Virgin Mary:

- Vincent and Mary DeBow
- Geraldine Delaney
- Barbara DePue
- Dennis Dietrich
- Patricia and Joseph Doves
- M Maureen Doherty
- Elena Duarte
- Catherine Eberle
- Georg and Sonya Ek
- Fred Faller
- Peter and Marie Ferry
- Roberta and William Flaherty

- Shirley Ford
  - Katharine and Robert Forrester
  - Fort Bragg Electric Inc
  - Virginia Rose Forte
  - Marco and Narlene Frausto
  - Phillip Genovese
  - Donna and Mike Gomez
  - Eileen Hanna
  - John and Virginia Heitz
  - Marlyn Highlander-Pool and
  - Lloyd Pool

- Jeanette Holmes
  - Irene Hruby
  - Alan and Sharon Kalitzky
  - Francis Kehoe
  - Laura Knapp and Joseph Knapp
  - Mary Ann and James Krems
  - Joan LaBue
  - Christen LaFayette
  - Mary Agnes Leonard
  - Patricia and Michael
  - Livingston

- Lois Loveless
- Rose Mary Luh
- Tess Malumpay
- Marilyn and Richard Marks
- Rebecca and Alfred Marti
- John Matcovich and Jennifer
- Lucas Young
- Susan and Frank Matule
- Keith and Dorothy McCaffrey
- Ralph and Mary Catherine
- McCaffrey
- Nancy McCarville
- Kathleen McCormac
- Mary McGonigle-McCourt
- Mary and John McNiff
- Grace Mendez
- Muriel and Ronald Mendonca
- Mary Kay Merritt
- Rita Michaels
- Marie Myers
- Colleen and James Nieman
- Kathleen and Neftali Nieves
- Rose Nikodem
- George Nikolas
- Mary Anne and
- Carl Nordeen
- Joan and Robert O’Keefe
- Reverend Lawrence Percell
- Shirley Perry
- Bernadette McCall Proulx
- Thomas Purcell III and
- Suzanne Purcell

- Vivianne Toomey Rago and
- Albert Rago
- Jennifer and Greg Reese
- Patricia Robb and
- Stephen Clarke
- Marilyn Roche
- Dorothy and Frank Rothman
- Cliff Running
- Louise and Jose Santiago
- Agnes Saucerman
- Margaret Schneider
- Andy and Kara Schroeder
- Sharon Scully
- Diane and Roger Serzen
- Nancy and John Singleton
- Shawn Singleton
- Sylvia Standaert
- Douglas Stilling
- Nancy Swanson
- William Taylor
- Keith Timmons
- Paul Tobin Sr and
- Virginia Tobin
- Fortunato Trapani
- Francis Twerrek
- Charles Vermeyen
- Theose Wagener
- Robert and Donna Wahler
- Donna Tobin Westemeyer and
- John Westemeyer
- Lynn Whitmore
- Marjorie Wood
- Caroline Zygowicz

---

**Project Based Fundraising Outcomes**

**Giving Tuesday**

The Giving Tuesday project provided resources to assist in launching a MUSIC & MEMORY™ program at Mount Carmel. Funds helped to purchase portable music devices used to provide therapy to sisters in our memory care unit. Funds also enabled us to hire a music therapist to work with our resident sisters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Giving Tuesday</th>
<th>Great Give Day</th>
<th>Birdies for Charity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>$15,131</strong></td>
<td><strong>$36,354</strong></td>
<td><strong>$66,052</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>145</strong> Gifts</td>
<td><strong>232</strong> Gifts</td>
<td><strong>506</strong> Gifts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>$104</strong> Average gift</td>
<td><strong>$157</strong> Average gift</td>
<td><strong>$131</strong> Average gift</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Great Give Day**

The Great Give Day project received an overwhelming amount of support. Funds helped to replace a transportation vehicle with a new mini-bus, allowing more sisters, especially those with physical limitations, to participate in activities away from Mount Carmel. Anticipated arrival date of the bus is February 2018.

---

**Birdies for Charity**

Birdies for Charity® campaign funds enabled updates in the Mount Carmel Motherhouse Chapel. Funds from last year provided new lighting, and this year’s funds provided enhancements to the chapel’s audiovisual equipment. The updated sound system and new video projection system allow our sisters to use the chapel for gatherings and retreats, including one this past summer.

---
Welcome New Members!

by Jody Iler

The Sisters Development Network (SDN) serves as a key connection between benefactors and the Sisters of Charity of the Blessed Virgin Mary. Founded in 1987 with an original group of 11 sisters, today the SDN has 19 dedicated BVMs who assist the Office of Development. Over the past 30 years, 65 sisters have served on the SDN.

This ministry keeps our benefactors informed about congregational needs and serves as a thank you for their generous support. Even more important, the SDN maintains personal relationships with our donors, sharing their family stories and keeping them abreast of events at Mount Carmel.

Meet five BVM sisters who share their reflections as new members.

BVM Joyce Cox (Petrine) has ministered in Washington State since 1976. Now living at Mount Carmel, she shares, “It is with joy and enthusiasm that I become a new member of the Sisters Development Network. May each new day provide opportunities to touch the lives of our donors with gratitude and personal insights in their commitment to us. Joy, peace and prayer!”

“The SDN is so welcoming . . . they were the first to contact me when I arrived in Dubuque,” says Loretta HUBL, BVM, who came to Mount Carmel this year from California. “I hope I can live out my mission to be part of such a wonderful group. We are busy writing letters to donors and it pleases me that I was asked.”

Another BVM from California is Mary Anne Bradish (Leslie), now a resident and active volunteer at Mount Carmel. “It is a joy to connect with these wonderful people, some who have known BVMs for a long time,” Mary Anne says. “My monthly letter tells of some of our activities here, along with a few current Mount Carmel pictures. Some respond, telling of their lives. We have become caring prayer partners!”

“SDN gives me an opportunity to reach out to those who make it possible for BVMs to continue in ministry even as we age,” says Marjorie Heidkamp, BVM (Herberdette), who came to Mount Carmel from Chicago. “Many of these people have been the foundation of our ability to serve and carry out our mission to others for decades; some are more recent. Their generosity is an affirmation of the work we do and have done; we are partners in mission. None of us can bring about the kingdom of God without the others.”

“I feel privileged to be a member of the SDN, to be able to personally thank our donors,” says Bernadette McManigal, BVM (Lucinus), who came to Mount Carmel from Arlington, Va. “Frequently people are asked to give to an organization. Through this ministry, our donors give to persons with names and faces who respond in the name of all of us.”

BVM sisters, who helped shape the values of many of our benefactors in their formative school years, have found a special way to continue that connection as part of the SDN.

About the author: Jody Iler is a communications specialist for the Sisters of Charity, BVM at Mount Carmel in Dubuque, Iowa.
Mary Frances Clarke Society
The Mary Frances Clarke Society honors those whose total lifetime giving to the Sisters of Charity of the Blessed Virgin Mary has reached the following levels:

Names in bold are new members.

$250,000 and more
Anonymous (2)
† Mary Ann Annetti Estate
Mary Sally Aylward
The Bisenius Family
William and †Dorothy Cullen Estate
Jeanne and †James Ferry Estate
† Frances M Flary Estate
† John Gormley Estate
† Mary King Gormley Estate
† Joseph Green Estate
† Margaret Hotka
† Elma Jochumsen Estate
Louise Kuhn Estate
† Frances Aid MacEinh
† Edna McCabe Estate
Gertrude McKay Estate
Mary Watters Miller Estate
Anne Mosle Estate
The George and Amy Newman Foundation
Reverend Monsignor Joseph O’Dea Estate
John and Alice Powers Foundation
Lorraine Puck
Martie Rapp
William and †Alice Robinson Estate
Mary Margaret Ronan Estate
Edward and †Joseph Ryan Estate
Saint Mary Alumnae Association
Reverend Leon Schneider
Robert G and Kathryn R Schwemley Foundation
The Immaculata Alumnae Association
August VandeVoorde Estate
† Frances Waibel Trust
† James Williams Trust

$100,000 to $249,999
Anonymous (6)
Joseph and Patricia Barta
† Clara Bendel Estate
Helen Brach Foundation
† Mary Bradley Trust
† Catherine Cashman Estate
Cathedral High School Alumni Association
Chicago Province of the Society of Jesus
Christian Social Action Forum
Reverend Edward Collins Estate
† Dorothy Colucci Estate
Conlon Construction Company
Paul and †Mary Conover

$50,000 to $99,999
Anonymous (5)
American Trust and Savings Bank
Argentina Andoni Estate
Carol Ann Auclair

$25,000 to $49,999
Anonymous (5)
Lois Anderson
Richard and Mary Anderson
Mary Z Babyar Estate
† Alice Bizulis Estate
† James Blaine Estate
† Bernice Blenker Estate
Mary Boden Estate
† Wayne Braig Estate
† Elmer Brennan
C A Shea & Company Inc
Margaret Caddick
Christopher Calt
Mary Cannon and William Ryan Drew
Susan Carlson
Reverend Leo Francis Carton Trust

† Mary Therese and †Lawrence Casey
Ann Charvat Estate
† Catherine Coffey Estate
† Geraldine Connors Estate
Convalescent Equipment and Supply Company
Cecilia Cooper
Michael Crowley Sr
† Marie D’Amore
Nancy and William Davidson
Monica Devereaux and Chris Columbus
Beatrice Dormedy Estate
Thomas W Dower Foundation
Mary McDonald Downes
Dubuque Bank and Trust Company
Virginia Durr
Marilyn and Donald Duwellius
Catherine and Robert Everhart
Eleanor and Nickolas Fesunoff
Edward Feuerbacher
Patricia Finn
Virginia Rose Forte
† Loretta Franklin
Freas Foundation Inc
† John Gearen Estate
† Betty Golden
† John Gordon
† Sarah Gottschall Estate
Mary Frances Clarke Society continued.

- Ruth and Jake Graves
- Great Lakes Advisors Inc
- Samuel Green
- Joan Grossman
- Mary Haake
- Mary Anne Hagy Family Trust
- Lucile Haley
- Francis Hanley
- Patricia Harrison
- Theresa Healy
- Margaret Hovens Estate
- Libbie Irmick Trust
- Elaine Johnston
- John Kane
- Marguerite Kamnick
- Marion Kennedy Estate
- Dorothy Bauer Kentner
- Donna and Wayne Kern
- Frances Kietyka Estate
- Ann King Estate
- Sharon and Rollin Lacy
- Ursula Healy Lawson Estate
- Reverend Monsignor
- Mary Ann Peterson
- Helen McCabe Osbourn
- Mary O’Leary Estate
- Leo Mullin
- Marie and Florence Moffett Estate
- Lester and Florence Moffett Estate
- Maryanne Petrasko
- Peter Alcock
- Margaret Boland
- Robert Boland
- Rosalind Boland
- Joseph Arneson Estate
- Joseph Arneson
- Joseph Dwyer
- Thomas R Allen Jr Living Trust
- Margaret Mary Allen Estate
- Catherine Allen Estate
- Frances Dawson Estate
- Sally Davenport
- Edward Cosgrove
- Jayne Copps
- Robert Conway Estate
- Reverend Edward Connolly
- Reverend Edward Connors Trust
- Mary L Connors Trust
- Conrad Hilton Fund for Sisters
- Robert Conway Estate
- Frances and Conrad Cook
- Veronica and Matthew Cook
- Jayne Copps
- Julia Corboy
- Edward Cosgrove
- Lorraine Cote
- Phyllis Cozzola
- Priscilla Crowe Estate
- Reverend Ambrose Cunningham
- Margaret Curtis and James Wilder
- Sally Davenport
- Rose Marie Davidsaver
- John Westemeyer
- Mabel Carmody
- Frances Cashman Trust
- Gladys Chapman
- Ruth Charles
- Mary Catherine Chezick Estate
- Ann and Michael Giresi
- Reverend H Robert Clark
- Daniel Clynne
- Margaret Coffey
- William L Coffey Jr Estate
- Madeline Cohn Estate
- Dorothy Collins
- Catherine Condon
- Kathryn Condon
- Steve and Loretta Conlon
- Margaret Conner Estate
- Daniel Connolly
- Reverend Edward Connolly
- Reverend Edward Connors Trust
- Mary L Connors Trust
- Conrad Hilton Fund for Sisters
- Robert Conway Estate
- Frances and Conrad Cook
- Veronica and Matthew Cook
- Jayne Copps
- Julia Corboy
- Edward Cosgrove
- Lorraine Cote
- Phyllis Cozzola
- Priscilla Crowe Estate
- Reverend Ambrose Cunningham
- Margaret Curtis and James Wilder
- Sally Davenport
- Rose Marie Davidsaver
- Frances Dawson Estate
- Geraldine Delaney
- Margaret Delaney Trust
- Janet Desmond Estate
- Frank and Joy Deutmeyer
- Margaret Dillon
- Mary and Terry Dillon
- Dorothy Dingfelder
- Barbara Doan
- Patricia and Joseph Dobes
- M Maureen Doherty
- Richard Dompke
- Joseph Doran Estate
- Reverend Michael Doyle, OSM
- Leo and Norma Drilling
- Jerome and Joan Duffy
- Meneve Dunham
- Ellen and Edward Dunn
- Shirley Dunne
- Catherine Eberle
- Barbara Elits
- Rita Ewalt
- John Farrell
- William Fecht
- James Fehl and Carol Mizeur
- Judge Edward G Finnegan Memorial Fund
- William and Alison Fitzgerald
- L Patricia Fitzmaurice Trust
- Iva and Hugh Flaherty
- Joseph and Elsie Flynn
- Shirley Ford
- Katharine and Robert Forrester
- Katherine Forster Estate
- Fort Bragg Electric Inc
- Rosemary Forte
- Alice Fox
- Arthur Freas
- Ellen Frey
- Robert Fryer
- Reverend Kevin Gaffney
- Garnetta Kramer Charitable Foundation
- Martha Garrett
- Bernard Garvey
- Mary Garozzi
- Marie Gath Estate
- Margaret and Frank Gebhardt
- Dorothy Gehringer
- Mary Georgine
- Mary Therese Gill
- Rosemary Giunta
- Esther Gliot
- Donna and Mike Gomez
- Payson Gould
- Carol Graser Estate
- Reverend Joseph Graves
- Lucille and Edward Grennan
- Eugene and Peggy Grennan
- Eileen Halloran Estate
- The Halstead Family
- Hanassab Oriental Rug Imports
- Mary Hardiman-Desmond and Michael Desmond
- Mary Ellen Harrison Estate
- The Hart Family
- Mary Jane Haugh
- Margaret Hayhurst
- Evelyne Hayny
- Reverend Monsignor
- John Heaney
- Catherine Heinz
- Donald Heitert
- John and Virginia Heitz
- Philip Heles
- Dorothy Higgins and Betty Ann McEnroe
- Marilyn Highlander-Pool and Lloyd Pool
- Marion Hillabold Estate
- Mary Hoffman
- Maureen and Charles Hoffman
- Rita and Eugene Hoffmann
- Paul and Gina Hoffmann
- Mark Hogan and Barb Stone-Potter
- Jack Horton
- Eugenia Hoy
- Ilene Hruby
- Ann Huber
- Reverend Leo Huber Foundation
- Donald Jacobs
- Thomas and Judith Jacobs
- Camille Jacques
- Marie Jameson
- Catherine Johnson
- Janet Johnston
- Irene Jones
- Patricia Joyce
- Pat and Randy Judge
Donors of Distinction

Brother James R Keane, CFC
Mary Kelley
Sheryl and Gary Kelley
Carolyn Kelly
Lorraine and G Dudley Kennedy
Mary Kennedy
The Kerr Family
James Kineen
Gerald Kinzelman
Llewellyn Kirby
The Klauer Family Charitable Foundation

Kathleen Klein
Walter Kneppler Estate
Byron Knox Estate
William Kolody
Patricia Kommer
Marietta Korak
Janel Kordick
George Kostakis
Kramer Family Fund
Mary Kreider Estate
Thomas and Janet Krocheski Fund
Susan and Paul Kurt
The Kutter Family Fund
Paul and Debbie Lambert
Lands’ End Inc
Mary Jo Langer
Jeanne and Desmond LaPlace
Patricia Laraia
Michelle LaRue
Donna Lavelle
Sophie Drzymala Laverty
Denise Lefebvre Estate
Adele Baiochchi LeGere
Marguerite Leoni
Grace Lepard Trust
George Lingen
Brother Bernard Lococo
Adeline Lococo Trust

Steven and Teresa Loftus
Frances Lohmiller
Annette and James Lovelace
Mary Ellen and John Lucas
Monsignor Michael Lucid Estate
Bertha Lucy
Pear Lukasisk Trust Estate
Timothy Lyne
Ron MacDonald and G C Ganter
Reverend Thomas Maher
Patrick and Maria Mahoney
Terence Mahoney
Verna Mallander Estate
Naomi Majewski
Virginia and Joseph Mallof Family Fund
Helen Maloney Trust
Tess Malumphy
Barbara Mankus Louthan
Bernadette Manning Estate
Adrienne G Mansi
Gustave Manthey
Harry and Margaret Martens Estate
Rose and Charles Matt Estate
Susan and Frank Matule
Keith and Dorothy McCaffrey
Ralph and Mary Catherine McCaffrey
Virginia McCarthy
John McCarthy
Patricia McCarthy
Reverend Patrick Pearse
McCarthy Estate
Josanne and Thomas McCarver
Monica McCauley
Sarah McDonnell Estate
John and Virginia McDonagh
Warren McElney
James McElmeel
Margaret McEnery
Reverend Monsignor Edward McEvoy Estate
John and Mary McHugh
Michael and Kathleen McKibbin
Reverend Monsignor Charles McNamee
Barbara and John McNiff
John McParland
Veronica McShane Estate
Robert McWade
Mary J McWade Estate
Richard Meerians Estate
Elizabeth Mengel
Reverend William Menster
Brian and Diane Mertes
Coletta Mertes Estate
Francis Meyer
Carol Michael Trust
Rita Michaels
Virginia Migely and Eugene Migely Jr
Margaret and Eugene Mikkelson
Martha and Douglas Miller
Lewis Miller Estate
Anne McGrath Miriani Estate
Dennis Mishak
The Mission Club
Molo Oil Company
Daniel and Katherine Molineaux
Robert Monfort
Norine Morrison Estate
Mount Saint Gertrude Alumnae Association
Elizabeth Mueller
Christopher Murphy and Patrick Weber
Francis Murphy Jr and Janice Murphy
James Murphy
William and Rita Nash
Dorothy Nieland Estate
Mark Niemczyk
Frank and Lois Noonan
Jack and Barbara Norris
John O’Brien Estate
Ethel O’Connor
Mary O’Donnell Estate
Mary Jo and Ron Ogner
James O’Grady
Margaret O’Grady Estate
Jean O’Keefe and Marianne Littau
Mary Rose O’Malley Estate
Rosemary O’Meara
Virginia O’Meara
Mary Sue and John O’Reilly
Janis Pajdusak Estate
Mary Jo Paveza
Marguerite Pearson
Dolores Pencz
Thomas Peppard
Barbara and Robert Perkaus
Grace Pertell
Elizabeth Petty and Karen Mliner
Geraldine M Phillips
Helen Pidgeon Estate
Rita Pilis
Margaret Ponty
Elizabeth Postell
Power Drive Inc
Rose Marie Princ
Projects of the Heart NFP
Margaret Quane Estate
James Quilter
Gerard Quinan Estate
Antoinette Quinn Estate
Patricia and Robert Quirk
Robert Reder
Reverend Gary Reller
Ellade Rice
Kristina Richter Becker and Jeff Becker
Patricia Riggs
James Roca and Mary Rinaiker
Eileen Rocap
James Rocap III and Marie Rocap

Prayer Association

Show your love and concern for family and friends by sharing the gift of prayer. Through enrollment in the BVM Prayer Association, they will be included in the monthly Masses and prayers of the Sisters of Charity, BVM. Choose from an assortment of unique Prayer Association cards for any occasion, featuring the artwork of our BVM sisters.

Contact the Office of Development for more information at:
563-585-2854 | development@bvmcong.org
http://www.bvmcong.org/support_prayer.cfm

Artwork was created by (l. to r.)
BVMs Alice J. Connell (Cyrilina), Marguerite Yezek (Valerian), and Vivian C. Wilson (Lauren).
Donors at a Glance

Fewer than 100 (41 States)
100–500 (6 States)
500 or more (3 States)

Mount Carmel

Did You Know?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GIFTS</th>
<th>DONORS</th>
<th>SOURCES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>10,071</strong> Total number of gifts</td>
<td><strong>5,405</strong> Total donors</td>
<td><strong>40%</strong> Bequests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>$2,876,599</strong> Total amount given</td>
<td><strong>781</strong> New donors</td>
<td><strong>16%</strong> Annual Appeal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>$296</strong> Average gift</td>
<td><strong>759</strong> Online donors</td>
<td><strong>3%</strong> Salt Magazine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Highlights of the various sources of income for the 2016–17 fiscal year*
Mary Frances Clarke Society continued.

Donors of Distinction

Mary Frances Clarke Society continued.

Francis Rochex Trust
Marjorie Roethler
Mary Foster Romig Estate
David Rose Estate
Alexander and Lucille Rudolf Family Fund
Katherine Kehoe Runkle Estate
Virginia Kennedy Ryan
Saint Joseph Academy Alumnae
Saint Joseph Catholic Church
Saint Joseph Church
Saint Richard Catholic Church
Saint Vincent de Paul Society
Joseph and Suzanne Sarno
Jacqueline and Maurico Sardi
Ruth Scallon
Mary Scarpino
Anne Marie Schaefer
Beth Kaiser Schaefer and Robert Schafer
Alan Schoen
Mona Schoenstrup Estate
Dorothy Scholzen
Miriam Schuchardt
Thomas and Lou Schulte
Mary Scriver
Sharon Scully
Robert Seelman
Helen Shafer Estate
Patricia Kennedy Shanahan
Don and Erma Shanklin
Mary Sharbel Estate
Mary Shellenberg
William Sherlock
Marie Shiels-Djouadi
Lawrence Shimmkus Estate
Sharon and Jeffrey Sirola
Janet Sisler
Therese Slowiak
Patrick and Mary Sly
Anna Smith Estate
Jeffrey Smoller
Elizabeth Smurlo
Joseph Smurlo and Hannelore Richards
Melvin Soberg
James and Diana Spiegel
Jayne and Joseph Spitten
Judy Stark
Mary Celeste and Donald Steinwachs
Patricia Stephenson
Linda and Terence Stevinson
Straka Johnson Architects PC
Myra Stratton
Paul Swope Jr and Marie Swope
Mary Syron Estate
William Taylor
Anita Terpstra
Shirley Smitas Thiel
Rosalie Tiedje
Keith Timmons
Maryanne Tondreau Estate
Jean and Kenneth Toth
Eileen Tracy Estate
Gregory Tucker
Tully Family Foundation
Joanne Twomey
Lorraine Vantucci
Miss Alice Vaughn Estate
Mary Frances Vergano
Marguerite Verschelden
Reverend Monsignor Robert Vogl
Robert and Donna Wahlert
Vivian Walkosz
Jean Wallace
Jocile Walsh
Jeanne Walsh Trust
WealthEngine.com
Arlene Welbes
Bernard and Caroline Westner
William Wetzel
Jane Wetzel Estate
Lynn Whitmire
Michele and Steven Whitty
Most Reverend Gerald Wilkerson
Mary and Samuel Winklebleck
Catherine Wohner
Barbara Yusunas
Ernest Zenaty
Helen Zollmann Estate

Legacy Partners

The Legacy Partners Society identifies and honors those donors whose commitment and concern for the future of the Sisters of Charity of the Blessed Virgin Mary is demonstrated through their estate plans:

Names in bold are new members.

Anonymous (50)
John Abbey Estate
Theresa and Richard Abril
Mary Adams
Mary Catherine Allen Estate
Kathleen Anderson-Knight and Michael Knight
Mary Ann Annetti Estate
Carol Ann Auclair
Mary Sally Aylward
Mary Z Barber Estate
Elena Baca
Cyrima and Frank Bajda Estate
Catherine Bannville
Marcella Barba Estate
Lois and Clarence Barrett
Lucile Bay Estate
Mary Josephine Barry Estate
Nancy Beatty
Florence Busch-Beaudry
Robert Beaulieu Estate
Dorothy and Fred Becklenberg
Norbert Behr Estate
Reverend Monsignor Elmer Behrmann Estate
June and Charles Bellingham Estate
Karen Morris Bellis and Robert Baker
Mafalda Benchea
Clara Bendel Estate
Rosemary Berg Estate
Nona and Jeff Bernard
Harold Berneman Estate
Angela Hanley Berry
Diane Berryman
The Bensusin Family
Alice Bizulis Estate
Catherine Blaes Estate
Catherine Blake Estate
Bernice Blenker Estate
Jeanne Kaeferstein
Bloom Estate
Mary Boden Estate
Lorraine Boddy
Elizabeth Bonnes Estate
Dorothy and Evelyn Bouhan Trust
Margaret Boyd
Kathleen Boyle
Rosemary Boyle
Clara Boyle Estate
LeVergne Boyle Estate
Wayne Braig Estate
Kathleen Brannigan
Adelaide Brennan
Diane Maura Broderick and Jim Russell
Virginia Broderick Estate
Rita Brown
Helen Burke Estate
Helen Buyssse Estate
Helen Caffery Estate
Anna Cagney Estate
Kevin Cahill Estate
Joseph Caldwell
Terrence Callahan Estate
Mary Callen Trust
Mary Adele Carlin Trust
Mary Therese and Lawrence Casey
Elizabeth Casey Estate
Catherine Cashman Estate
Ira Cashman Estate
Joseph and Patricia Chaput
Mary Catherine Chezik Estate
Stephanie Chodera
John Christensen Estate
Joan and Giles Clark
John and Bonnie Clark
Lyle Clemens Estate
Carolyn Clements
Madeline Cohn Estate
Reverend Edward Collins Estate
Victor Colucci Estate
Catherine Condon
John Connells
Geraldine Connors Estate
Reverend Edward Connors Trust
Mary L Connors Trust
Paul and Mary Conover
Robert Conway Estate
Leona Cook
Veronica and Matthew Cook
Irene Cook Estate
Cecilia Moran Cooper
Rita Corbett
Maureen and William Cosgriff
Ramona Court
Sandra Craig
Margaret Croke Estate
Patricia Cronin
Susan Crook
Monica B Crotty
Priscilla Crowe Estate
Joan Crowley
Diane and Paul Culhane
Will and Dorothy Cullen Estate
Margaret and James Culotta
Reverend Ambrose Cunningham
Bernard Cunningham
Helen Cunningham
Leah Curtin Estate
Adrianne Curtis
Harriet Dailey
Willis Dale
Reverend Monsignor John W Dalton
Lauretta Flick Daly Trust
Marie D’Amore
Dorothy Davis Estate
Frances Dawson Estate
Lemoyne Decker Estate
Louis Dehner Trust
Patrick Delaney
Margaret Delaney Estate
Donna Denning
Janet Desmond Estate
Frances Rose Dewey Trust
Kathleen Dieterle
Margaret Diffendaffer Estate
Santa and Thomas DiMarco
Estelle Diselhorst
Mary Geraldine Dolan Estate
Barbara Donovan
Laurence Donovan
Joseph Doran Estate
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Gratitude Fuels Decades of Support

by Jody Iler

“Go on steady and quiet . . . ” is an excerpt from a letter written by BVM Foundress Mary Frances Clarke. Though these words were addressed to her sisters, they might well describe a particular group of steadfast donors who have consistently supported the Sisters of Charity of the Blessed Virgin Mary for the past several decades.

We’d like you to meet a few members of this dedicated group of donors who share how they became acquainted with BVMs and why they continue to support our sisters through changing times and ministries.

BVMs Provide Foundation

Elizabeth Gross of Columbia, S.C., attended Holy Redeemer ES in San Francisco, where she was taught by BVMs. Over the years, Elizabeth went to grade school reunions and kept in touch with her former teachers.

“The sisters and my parents instilled in me the values of charity and helping others,” says Elizabeth. “We didn’t have a lot, but my parents were always ready to share.”

When she became a nurse and earned her own salary, Elizabeth began donating to the BVMs. “I wanted to support them,” she says. “They gave me the educational foundation and the motivation to go on to school and earn my Ph.D.”

In her career as a nurse in the military, Elizabeth taught at the Army College of Nursing, part of the University of Maryland. “I remembered the sisters who taught me,” she recalls, “and it made me realize the influence teachers have on young people.”

Did the BVMs’ changing ministries, evolving from the primary focus on education make a difference to her in her desire to be supportive? “Not at all,” says Elizabeth. “You can educate others in many ways, not just in the classroom.”

In retirement, Elizabeth continues to support the BVM sisters who have played an instrumental role in her life.

Early Vocation Leads to Lifelong Ties

As a former member of the BVM congregation for 25 years, Associate Muriel Mendonca has remained in contact with the sisters all her life. She and her husband Ron, also an associate, are active members of the Pacific Northwest Cluster group, comprised of associates and sisters who meet regularly for discussion and prayer.

“The BVM core values are part of our lives,” Muriel says. “Daily emails from the sisters keep us abreast of and involved with the community.”

Muriel and Ron live in a retirement complex in Portland, Ore., where they are involved in committees and activities. “We are fortunate to be in good health so we can give of ourselves to our retirement community and to our parish, where we are active members,” says Muriel.

Why have they remained dedicated benefactors for so many years? “We appreciate the works of the sisters and are honored to help support them over the past 40 years,” the couple shares. “It is a privilege to continue to be part of the community in this way. We treasure our friendships with the sisters and associates.”

Perhaps Mother Clarke best sums up the BVM response to faithful, long-term donors in this paraphrasing of a line from another of her letters, “We feel grateful for your great kindness and charity to us. May our dear Lord bless you for it.”

About the author: Jody Iler is a communications specialist for the Sisters of Charity, BVM at Mount Carmel in Dubuque, Iowa.
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- Margaret Dorsey Trust
- Beatrice Dormedy Estate
- Mary Kay Dougherty
- Eleanor M Dowling Estate
- Lois Doyle
- Patricia Doyle
Marcella Doyle
- Catherine Drake Estate
- Leo and Norma Drilling
- Agatha Drilling Estate
- Emma Dry
Meneve Dunham
- Shirley Dunne
- George Dunne Estate
Elizabeth Matula Dustman
Betty Dy
Cathryn Dye
Catherine Eberle
- Bernice Ebinger
- Mary Effinger
- Mary Eisenstein Estate
- Arline Elliott
- Catherine Enderle
Steven and Dianne Enderle
- Florence Enderle Estate
Rita Ewalt
Sheila Feeney
- Geraldine Ferring Estate
- Mary Finan Estate
Joan and Michael Finnerty
Barbara Fischer
Mary Louise Fischer
Marguerite Carroll Fisher Estate
Elizabeth Fitting
- Dorothy Fitzgerald Estate
- L Patricia Fitzmaurice Trust
- Louis Fitzpatrick Estate
- Urban Fleece Estate
Joseph and Elsie Flynn
Sharlene and James Flynn
- Mary Flynn Estate
- Shirley Ford
Charles Forster Estate
- Katherine Forster Estate
Virginia Rose Forte
Virginia C Forte Charitable Fund
- Bernadine Foster
- Reverend Robert Foster Estate
Alice Fox
- Mildred Freese
Norm and Marabeth Freund
Mary and Richard Friederich
Robert Fryer
Rosemary Fulgaro
Reverend Kevin Gaffey
Glady's Gallagher
Delpha Gard
Peter and Pamela Gardner
- Martha Garrett
- Mary Garzoni
- Marie Gath Estate
- John Gearen Estate
Michael and Margaret Geary
- Catherine Geary Estate
- Catherine Gibson
- Rita Giersch
Myra Gist
- Rosemary Giunta
- Dorothy Glancy Estate
- Margaret Goodwin
Paul Gordon
Mary Gorman
- John Gormley Estate
Mary King Gormley Estate
Gary Gossman
- Reverend James P Graham, CM
- Carol Graser Estate
- Reverend Joseph Graves
Harold Gray
Samuel Green
- Joseph Green Estate
Joan Grossman
Stephen Haase
- Margaret Mary Haerter
- Mary Anne Hagy Family Trust
Catherine Halligan Trust
Helena Hallin Estate
Eileen Halloran Estate
- Francis Hanley
- John Hanley Estate
Marie Hannaford Estate
Marian Harding Estate
- Alice Harkins Estate
Reverend Monsignor Joseph Harrington
Elizabeth Harris Estate
Patricia Harrison
- Mary Ellen Harrison Estate
- Michael and Janet Healy
Louise Healy Estate
Rita Hedberg
- Donald Heitert
Margaret (Peggy Hertel Estate
Theodore and Patricia Heuchling
Andrea Higgins
- Marion Hillabold Estate
- Steven Hinkhouse
Mary Hoffman
- Harold Hoge
- Patricia Holsten
Lillian Horacek
- Frances Horne Estate
Joan Hosmanek
Margaret Hotka
Margaret Hovens Estate
- Reverend Leo Huber Foundation
- James Hughes Estate
- Raymond Hughes Estate
Virginia Huot Estate
- Mary Kathryn Husted
Mary Igote Estate
- Libbie Irmick Trust
Agnes Masako Ito
- James W Iverson Jr Estate
- Margaret Izoo Trust
- Evangeline Jansen Estate
- Dorothy Jansen Estate
Carole Jaroch
Mary Jean Jarvis
Genevieve Jensen Estate
Patricia and Roger Jewett
Janet Sloan Johnston
Maureen Jorris
Patricia Joyce
Pat and Randy Judge
Grace Judge Estate
- Mary Kanabay Estate
Reverend Albert Kaparich Estate
Marguerite Karnick
Madeline Kaser
Francis Kauffman
- Joseph Kearney Estate
Kathryn Kearney Trust
- Mary Kearns Estate
Elizabeth Keimig
Mary Kelley
Winifred Kelly Estate
- Loretto Kendall
- Lorraine and G Dudley Kennedy
- Ellen and Francis Kennedy Estate
- Dorothy Bauer Kentner
- Frances Kielytyka Estate
- Ann King Estate
- Dorothy Kinney Estate
- Mary Kircher Estate
- Veronica Kirkland Estate
Robert and Linda Kirsch
Geraldine and Daniel Klinglesmith
- Walter Kneppe Estate
- William Kolody
Patricia Kommer
Mrs Marilyynne Kowalski
Judith Kraen
Barbara Krahm
Anne and Alphonse Kraus Estate
- Mary Kreider Estate
George Kremenak
Gloria and John Kromer
- Mary Kurby
- Harriet Kurk Kurk
Molly Kurtz
Mary Lamb Estate
- Mary Larkin
Reverend Raymond
Lassuy Estate
- Marie Laurvick Estate
Elizabeth Ann Lavaty Estate
- Donna Lavelle
Robert and Michael Lavin
- Anna Leeney Estate
- Eleanor Lenick Estate
Catherine Leonard
Mary Agnes Leonard
Grace Lepard Trust
Laura LeRoy
Jeanne Leuthen
Thomas Lewis
- Loretta Lifka
Marianne Littau
- Agnes Llewellyn Estate
Margeret Loftus
- Walter Long Estate
- Augusta Lootens Estate
Eleanor McManus Lorenz
Jean Lowry-Goderre
- Monsignor Michael Lucid Estate
Bertha Lucy
- Pearl Lukasik Trust Estate
- Kathryn Lynch Estate
Sheila Lyng
Mary Maas
Robert Harry Mace Jr
- Frances Aid MacEinri
- Mary C Mackin
- Ellen Magers
Mary Maglione
- M Winifred Mahoney Estate
- Verna Mailander Estate
- Velma Maloney Estate
- Helen Maloney Trust
Tess Malumbo
Barbara Manikus Louthan
Jean Mann
- Bernadette Manning Estate
Adrienne G Mansi

Do you have a prayer request?

The BVM sisters pray for persons in need.

To make a prayer request, complete our online form at bvmcong.org/contact_requests.cfm or email development@bvmcong.org.

Your request will be placed on the prayer boards outside the chapels at Mount Carmel.

6,363
Online Prayer Requests
2016–2017
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Grace Mark
Mary Martin Estate
Rose and Charles Matt Estate
Elizabeth and Roger Maulik
Mary McCalliffe
Ellen McBride and Paul Navine
Edna McCabe Estate
Keith and Dorothy McCaffrey
Margaret McCarthy Estate
Reverend Patrick Pearse McCarthy Estate
Nancy McCarville
Monica McCauley
Maureen McCourt
James McCulloch
Anne McDermott
Sarah McDermott Estate
Anne McDonough
John McElroy
Margaret McEneny
Mary McEvilly
Catherine McEvoy
Reverend Monsignor Edward McEvoy Estate
Margaret McEvoy Estate
Eileen McGeehy Estate
Mabel McGinty Estate
Eileen McGeeney Estate
Reverend Monsignor Edward McEvoy Estate
Leo Mullin
Christopher Murphy and Patrick Weber
Michael and Judy Murphy
Marie Louise Murphy Estate
Virginia Murphy Estate
Alice and William Myers
Arthur Naes Estate
Barbara Neff
Margaret Nelle
Marcelline Niemann
The Nolan Family
Joan Nowicki
Mary Alice Nuckols Estate
Rosemary O’Brien
Elise O’Brien
Margaret and Roger O’Brien
Edward O’Brien Estate
Marian O’Brien Estate
Robert O’Connor
Reverend Monsignor Joseph O’Dea Estate
Ruth O’Dell Estate
Mary Alice O’Donnell Estate
James O’Grady
Jean O’Keefe and Marianne Littau
Marilorraine O’Leary
John O’Loughlin Estate
Stevanie Jan Olson
Mae O’Malley Estate
Mary Rose O’Malley Estate
Anne O’Neill-Strite
Kateri O’Shea and Tina Stretch
Theresa and T J Parson
Doris Clemente Parsons Estate
Rae Paul
Virginia and V Robert Payant
Marian M Pearson
Gertrude Pertle
Mary Ann Peterson
Elizabeth Petty and Karen Milner
Lillian Phelan Estate
Helen Pidgeon Estate
James Piloni and Paula Walsh
Jacqueline Powers Dougd and Robert Doud
Barbara Prendergast
Rose Marie Princ
Marie Prinz
Vivian Purcell Estate
Margaret Quinlan Estate
Mary Quattrocchi Estate
Kathleen Lally Quilter
Gerard Quinlan Estate
Helen Quinlan Estate
Antoinette Quinn Estate
Catharine Quirk Estate
Nancy Reardon
Miniam Reedy
Doris Reeves
Dianne Reistroffer
Susan Rezek
Louis Rezzenico Jr and Kathleen Rezzenico
Mary Rider and Thomas Corbett
Katherine Riley Estate
Lori Ritz
Helen T Roach
Alonzo Robertson Estate
William and Alice Robinson Estate
Eileen Rocap
Francis Rochex Trust
Mary Ellen Whalen
Rodgers Estate
Mary and Charles Roe
Jeanne Roerig
Mary Margaret Ronan Estate
Helen Rooney
David Rose Estate
Dorothy and Frank Rothman
Lester and Helen Rumpf Estate
Lester and Helen Rumpf Estate
Edward and Joseph Ryan Estate
Paul Ryan Estate
Laura Rybski
Mary and Norbert Samford
Maclav and O’Tilie Sana Estate
Robert Saunders
Anne Marie Schafer
Walter Schauf Estate
Margaret Schmidt
Marion Schmidt Trust
Maureen and William Schmit
Mary Schmit
Bernard Schmitz Estate
Mary Schneider Estate
Judith and Kenneth Schneiderman
Dorothy and Lillian Scholzen
Sheryl Schulte
Dorothy Schumacher
Elizabeth Scottes
Marie Scott Estate
Sharon Scully
June Seery
Jane Serio
Diane and Roger Serzen
Grace Shaddick Estate
Helen Shafer Estate
Mary Sharbel Estate
Terrence Shaugnnessy
Reverend Vincent Sheehy
Mary Justine Sheil Estate
Yao Shen Trust
Marion Sigafouse Estate
Josephine Silberschlag Estate
Rita Siver Estate
Kathleen Slattery Estate
Dolores Smith
Theresa Snyder
Melvin Soberg
Hannah and Bernard Spalding
Elizabeth and Arnold Spencer Estate
Katherine and Robert Stafford
Sylvia Standaert
Louise Stawasz Estate
Geraldine Steenveld
Patricia Stephenson
Robert Stewart
Leona Stimpson Estate
Daniel Stokes Estate
Myra Stratton
Elaine Stuart Estate
Dorothy and Frances Sugrue
Lorraine Sullivan
Terrence and Sharon Sullivan
Mary Rose and Stephen Swedish Estate
Elizabeth Sykora and Stephena Fredette
Mary Syron Estate
Joana TenBieg
Anita Terpstra
Rita Theisen
Lydia Thibault Estate
Patty Thomas
Margaret Tiedemann Estate
Mary Tischler
Susan and M James Toner
Eileen Tracy Estate
Patricia Kellihier Tripeny
Albert Trolt
Jacquelyn Turner
Joanne Twomey
Peggy and Keith Unangst
Moria Unich
Donald Valentini
Mary Valfrey and Augustine Wilhelmy
Nancy Van Anne
August VanDeVoorde Estate
Lorraine Vantucci
Miss Alice Vaughn Estate
Charles Vermeyen
John Vestecka Estate
Karen Volz and Lance Heeren
Wilfred and Mary Jane Von Der Ahe Estate
Therese Wagner
Frances Waibel Trust
Reverend Patrick Walsh
Mary Walsh Estate
Jeanne Walsh Trust
Helen Walters Estate
Janet M Walther
Mary Weeks
Dorothy Sleiman
Alice Weiser Estate
Jane Wetzel Estate
Betty Klein Whitted
Kathleen Wicker
Kathleen M. Wiederhold Estate
Mary and Arnold Wieser
Leslie Wilson
Marjorie Wood
Anne Clare M Wrenn Trust
Sarah T Wright Estate
Joanne and Robert Yorkes
Dorothy Young
Mary Young Estate
Mary Young Estate
Marilin Zefran
Helen Zollmann Estate
Audrey Zywicky
Memorial Mass

This year, 149 guests attended the Memorial Mass for deceased BVM sisters on May 7 at Mount Carmel in Dubuque, Iowa. Relatives and friends of those being memorialized joined in the Mass and dinner with resident sisters.

Join us in prayer for BVMs who died during the past year and those who have gone before them.

Each Mass featured a candle lighting ceremony. Names were read and candles lit for members of the distinguished giving society who passed away during the last year.

Mass for Benefactors

In October and November, Masses were offered at the Mount Carmel Motherhouse Chapel in Dubuque, Iowa, and at the Felician Sisters Convent in Chicago, respectively. Over 250 benefactors attended these two events. The sisters were pleased to thank their benefactors in person at these Masses.

Mount Carmel Partners

Mount Carmel Partners are those benefactors who have shown their generosity to the Sisters of Charity of the Blessed Virgin Mary with their gifts of $1,000 or more during the fiscal year Sept. 1, 2016–Aug. 31, 2017:

Anonymous (22)
Father John Aldera Foundation
The American Ireland Fund
Richard and Mary Anderson
Jo Jamette and William Antonioli
Tom Anzalone
Marilyn Aspesi
Mary Sally Aylward
Charlene Baloun
Joseph and Patricia Barta
Raquel Bech and Larry Martin
Kristina Richter Becker and Jeff Becker
Sarah and Jim Belcher
Louise Belt

The Benevity Community
Impact Fund
Adelaide Bialek
Blackbaud Merchant Services
Hylda Blaske
James Bolan
Theodora Bostick
Helen Brach Foundation
Judith and Carl Bracebush
Helen Brame
Audrey Brucker
Nancy Bryers
Burke Family Foundation
Kathleen Burke
Jill Burleson

Loretta Campbell
Mary Cannon and William Ryan Drew
Susan Carlson
Mary Therese and Lawrence Casey
Nell and Rollie Cavaletto
Christian Social Action Forum
Annabel Christensen
Ann and Michael Cressi
Robert and Gwen Clark
Lawrence and Pamela Clennon
Adrian Collins
Rev. Edward Collins Estate
Catherine Condon

Conlon Construction Company
Veronica and Matthew Cook
Cecilia Cooper
Tim and Kristine Costello
Ronald and Robin Cross
Rev. Monica B. Crotty
Margaret Curtin and James Wilder
Steven and Marilyn Daly
Rose Marie Davidsaver
Vincent and Mary DeBow
Geraldine Delaney
Richard and Annette Delaney
Frank and Joy Deutemeyer
Patricia and Joseph Dobes
Eileen Doherty
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Ways to Support the Sisters of Charity, BVM

Cash Gifts
Gifts in any amount can be made by submitting a check or using a credit card. Gifts can be designated for the area you choose to support.

Stock/Property Gifts *
Gifts of stock and other appreciated assets may be given. Additional tax benefits may be available.

IRA/Retirement Asset Gifts *
Donors who qualify can make gifts using their individual retirement accounts. Additional tax benefits may be available.

Monthly Giving
Donors can make recurring gifts using their credit card or direct debit bank account. Gifts will be automatically made and designated for the area you choose to support. Donors will be recognized as members of the BVM Monthly Partners.

Planned/Estate Gifts *
Donors can designate the Sisters of Charity, BVM as a beneficiary in their estate plans (wills, insurance policies, etc.). Donors will be recognized as members of the BVM Legacy Partners.

* Contact the Office of Development for more information: development@bvmcong.org

M Maureen Doherty
The Rev E J and Rev L R Dondlinger Charitable Trust
Jacqueline Powers Doud and Robert Doud
Thomas W Dower Foundation
Joan Doyle
Reverend Michael Doyle, OSM
Elena Duarte
Dubuque Bank and Trust Company
Jerome and Joan Duffy
Joan and Frank Duke
Meneve Dunham
Shirley Dunne
Virginia Durr
Marilyn and Donald Duwelius
 Bernice Ebinger
Barbara Elts
Kimberly Emery
Joseph and Jill Farry
William Fecht
James Fehl and Carol Mizeur
Peter and Marie Ferry
Eleanor and Nickolas Fesunoff
Edward Feuerbacher
Patricia Finn
Diane and John Flynn
Shirley Ford
Fort Bragg Electric Inc
Rosemary Forte
Virginia Rose Forte
 Virginia C Forte Charitable Fund
Elizabeth Frommelt
Robert Fryer
Gallagher Family Foundation
Martha Garrett
Bernard Garvey
Patricia Garvey
Mary Garzoni
Kathleen and Steven Gaskill
Paul E and David Geddes
Esther Gliot
Donna and Mike Gomez
James Goodman Jr and Lisa Goodman
Mary Pat Goodwin
Paul Gordon
Eugene and Peggy Grennan
Mary and Don Guempel
Hanassab Oriental Rug Imports
Margaret Hayhurst
Barbara Hazellet
Monsignor Donald Heineman
Catherine Heinz
Donald Heitert
Marjorie Herrig
Katherine Hill-Miller and Fred Miller
Mary Hoffman
Maureen and Charles Hoffman
Margaret Hotka
Reverend Leo Huber Foundation
Trudy Holman Hurd and G David Hurd
Patrick and Ginny Hurley
Kent and Barb Iliff
Francis Jacobs
Thomas and Judith Jacobs
Camille Jacques
Jeanise Janes
John Deere Foundation
Janet Johnston
Irene Jones
Patricia Joyce
Marguerite Karnick
Judith Kazmierowski-Giannamore
John Keane
Sheryl and Gary Kelley
Patricia Kelly
Paula Kelly
Thomas and Dolores Kennedy
Donna and Wayne Kern
Carol Kerry
James Kineen
The Klauser Family Charitable Foundation
Kathleen Klein
Mary Jo Koman-Keogh
Kramer Family Fund
Garnetta Kramer Charitable Foundation
Richard Kreitzberg
Mary Adele and John Krolkowski
Gloria and John Kromer
Mary Lou Krueger Revocable Family Living Trust
The Kutter Family Fund
Bernita and Rick LaPage
Patricia Laraia
Paul Larson
Donna Lavelle
David Leahy and Barbara Weller
Patricia Lee
Marguerite Leoni
Donald and Susan Linch
George Lingen Jr
Brother Bernard Lococo
Jean and Peter Lococo
Annette and James Lovelace
Mary Ellen and John Lucas
Mary Maas
Ron MacDonald and G C Gantner
Tess Malumphy
Eleanor Marsolais
Judith and Richard Matlock
Susan and Frank Matule
Judith Mayotte
Keith and Dorothy McCaffrey
Ralph and Mary Catherine McCaffrey
Josanne and Thomas McCarver
Nancy McCarville
Timothy McCormick
James McCulloch
Virginia McDermott
Chaplain Paul McDonald
Margaret McEnery
Jennifer and Thomas McGinn
John and Grace McGuire
Barbara and John McNiff
Barbara and Brendan McShane
Terry Medhurst
Grace Mendez
Mount Carmel Partners continued.

Muriel and Ronald Mendonca
Brian and Diane Mertes
Rita Michaels
Virginia Migely and Eugene Migely Jr
Margaret and Eugene Mikkelson
John and Karen Miksch
Beatrice and Roy Miller
Deborah Miller
Mary Kaiser Miller
Dennis Mishek
Daniel and Katherine Molyneaux
Robert Monfort
Carol Morgan
Morley Family Fund
Mount Saint Gertrude Alumnae Association
Elizabeth Mueller
Mary Mueller
Leo Mullin
Francis Murphy Jr and Janice Murphy
Robert Murphy and Emily Chew
Maria Murphy-Fontes
Edward and Patricia Nash
John Nelson
Joseph Nenners
Kathleen and Neftali Nieves
The Nolan Family
Frank and Lois Noonan
Patricia O'Brien
Joseph O'Hare III
Jean O'Keefe and Marianne Littau
Dianne and Timothy O'Leary
Ann and Charles Olson
James O'Meara
Shirley and John O'Reilly
Mary Frances O'Shea and Charles Hegarty
Roger and Luanus Ott
Our Lady of the Mississippi Abbey
Donald and Kim Parker
Robert Parkinson Jr and Elizabeth Parkinson
Virginia and V Robert Payant
Thomas Pappard
Mary Ann Peterson
Elizabeth Petty and Karen Milner
Diane and Edward Pinkowski
Preferred Network Access Inc
Dennis and Kathleen Pollard
Paulette and John Power
John and Alice Powers Foundation
Premier Linen and Uniform Rental
Rose Marie Princ
Bernadette McCall Proulx
Mary Ellen and Robert Quinn
Mary Lou Reid and John Celentano
Richard and Dianne Renspie
Patricia Rigs
Catherine and Harry Riley
Michael and Anna Mary Riniker
William and Alice Robinson Estate
James Roche
Rita Rochelle

James and Ann Rodenborn
Dorothy and Frank Rothman
Katherine and Thomas Rucinsky
Alexander and Lucille Rudolf Family Fund
Saint Mary Alumnae Association
San Francisco
Robert Sammon
Joseph and Suzanne Sana
Ruth Scallon
Anne Marie Schaefer
Beth Kaiser Schafer and Robert Schafer
Dr James and Margaret Schmitz Family
Alan Schoen
Dorothy Scholzen
Mary Ellen and John Schommer
Louise and Jeffrey Schrank
Miriam Schuchardt
Sheryl Schulte
Ada Schupp Foundation
Robert G and Kathryn R Schwemley Foundation
Sharon Scully
John and Barbara Shaughnessy
Reverend Thomas P Shaughnessy
C A Shea & Company Inc

Marie Shieles-Djouadi
Sharon and Jeffrey Sirola
Davida Silva
Joann Simpson
Mary Ann and James Sinnott
Janet Sisler
Barbara Smith
W Jeffrey Smoller
Society for the Propagation of the Faith
Mary Celeste and Donald Steinwachs
Marlene Stemplar
Paul and Sandra Straube
Glenn Strellner
Patricia and Thomas Stuart
Elizabeth and Joseph Sweeney
James and Lois Sweeney
Elizabeth Sykora and Stephena Fredette
William Taylor
Anita Terpsdra
The Immaculata Alumnae Association
Shirley Smitas Thiel
Reverend Monsignor Thomas Toale
Kathleen Scanlan Tschida and Victor Tschida
Veronica and Edward Tschosik
Gregory Tucker
Tully Family Foundation
Joanne Twomey
Mary Valley and Augustine Wilhelmy
Nancy Van Anne
Robert and Donna Wahler
Mary Anne and Bruno Walke
Jean Wallace
Arlene Welbes
Mary Wiens
Mary and Samuel Winklebleck
Mark Winsor and Robert McHugh
Marjorie Wood
Cho and Margaret Wu
Maria and John Young
Helen Zebrowski
Paschal and Janet Zuccaro
Audrey Zywicki

How to Contact Us
Reach out to the Office of Development at any time with your questions:

1100 Carmel Drive
Dubuque, IA 52001-7991
563-585-2854
development@bvmcong.org
www.bvmcong.org

2018 Save the Date

May
6 Memorial Mass
Mount Carmel
10 Great Give Day
Oct.
21 Benefactor Mass
Mount Carmel
Nov.
4 Benefactor Mass
Felician Center, Chicago
27 Giving Tuesday
All Donors by State

ALABAMA
Inmaculada Aban
Nancy and Mark Dickhute
Jeanne Hutchison
Francis Mader
Glen Porter
William Shafer

Grace and Paul Hicks
Marty Huffman
Sister Carmel Jacobs, OSF
Delores Jakubek
Brigid and Ryszard Jastrzebski
Jacklyn and Thomas Jennings
Peter Kelly
Patricia Ketchmark
Elizabeth Niel
Theresa and Richard Kimberly

ARIZONA
Theresa and Richard Abril
Alan and Jeanne Anderson
Felicia Aplicario
Elizabeth Auten
Daniel Bellomo
Mary and Louis Bencomo
Cathleen and Peter Bergmann
Sandra Bjorklund
Patricia Blake
Sandy and John Bourque
Carol Brownlow
Mary Byrd
Bridget Byrne
Shelly and Gregory Cahill
Margaret Calfee
Patrick Callahan
Robert and Mary Carzoli
Sally Cohen
Naola Conner
Catherine Connolly
Mary and Richard Cordova
Barbara and F Todd Corson
Deborah and David Cowan
Mary Anne Critz
Carol Brownlow
Mary Byrd
Carol Brownlow
Patricia Ketchmark

ARKANSAS
Carol and Robert Bearden
Christine and Ronald Cash
Charlene Dayton
Audrey Greetley
John Grennan
Ruth and Michael Kerwin
Suzanne and Michael Wold
Mary Alice and James Wontor
Catherine and Bruce Wyman
Gwen and Hollis Suber

CALIFORNIA
Thomas and Ellen Abels
Theresa Abere
Joanne and James Abing
Angelita Ablaza
Rich and Peggy Abrom
Mary Acton
Susana Aguirre
Louie Airola Jr
Mary Aloyan
Mary and William Ambrose
Diane Anderson
Rosalie Andrade
Bruno and Velmia Andreatta
John and Katrina Angeli
Teri and Gary Ansew
Judith Anshin
Mary Arndt
Rita Arnold

Margaret Arreola
Gerald and Patricia Arrigoni
Marilyn Aspesi
Minerva Astengo
Catherine Athans
Rosalia and Hector Avila
Kathryn and Robert Baker
Sherrill Baker
Christopher Bakes
Cesar and Elvira Balancio
Barbara Balbo
Jeanne Balstad
Nancy and John Bannon
Louis and Mary Barberini
Suzanne and Ed Barberini
Mary and Thomas Barrington
Theresa Barron
Maryann Barry
John Bartens
Lawrence Barth
Mary Baur
Donald Bayer
John Becerra Jr
Judith Becker
Joan Benson
Martha Bergman
Eugenia and Bernard Bernacchi
Mellissa Berry
Edith and Domenick Bianco
Kenneth Biggs and
Barbara Rodrigues
Robert and Martha Bilbrey
Monica Bittis
Jacqueline Bjurland
Patricia Treacy Black
Blackbaud Merchant Services
Colleen Bockholt
Rudy and Patricia Bolliger
Judie Boman
Edwin Bonnarens
Lori Boultighthouse
Barbara Boyd
Delfa and Frank Bozzini
Margaret Brady
Helen Brane
Catherine Brammer
Denise Brand
Peter and Peggy Brandt
Kathleen Brannigan
Margaret Brennan
Joan and Robert Bridwell
Marie and William Brinkmeyer
Mary Margaret Brooks
Robert Brooks
Elbert Brown
Marie and John Brude
Margaret and John Brezicki
Won and William Bucher
Carol and Charles Buckland
Evelyn Bues
Donna Burke
R Thomas and Madeline Burke
Vivian Bush
William and Irma Bush
Linda Butler
Carol and Joseph Buzo
Dennis and Susan Cabral
Cecilia Cadelago
Donors of Distinction

Mary Callanan
Ernestine Campagnoli
Joan and Don Canning
Catherine and Pat Caples
Mary Capurro
Joan Cardoza
Mary Lou and George Carlyle
Patrick Carr and Rich Hess
Lillian Carter
Mary Therese and Lawrence Casey
Loretta Casey
Margie and John Casey
Winifred Cattigan
Shirley and Robert Casterucio
Mary Cavagnaro and Beverly Parish
Nell and Rollie Cavaletto
Marianne and Daniel Cereda
Albert Chanteloup
Catherine and Philip Chiao
Elizabeth Chiappuzzo
James Dale
Richard D'Agostino
Kathleen Dadey
Gertrude Czarnecke
John Cunningham
Mary and Joseph Crowley
Carolina Corral
Nora Coussinet
Mary and Joseph Crowley
Rosa and Vincenzo Crudo
Patricia Cruz
Betty and James Cunningham
John Cunningham
Gertrude Czarnecke
Kathleen Dadey
Richard D'Agostino
James Dale
Marlene Damato
Teresa and Gary D'Amico
Patricia and Richard Daniels
Dolores Davis
Judith Davis
Margaret and James Daze
Mary Andrews de La Fontaine
Tobin de Leon Clarke
Francis and Carol DeCarvalho
Renato and Emilia Decena
Joseph DeCredico
Joan and Roy Deeds
Thomas and Gloria Degen
Richard and Annette Delaney
Kathleen Delucchi
Lawrence and Rita Demkowski
Michele and Ron Dempsey
Daniel and Susan Derby
Mary Pat and Michael Deuel
Monica Devereux and Chris Columbus
Thomas Di Leo
Patricia Diebold
Barbara Dieterle
Victoria and Rick Dimitroff
Vito DiMucci
Eileen Doherty
Brigid and Edward Donaghy
Dennis and Theresa Donahoe
Angela Donovan
Margaret Donovan
Jack Doohan
Kevin Doohan
Frank and Marilyn Dorsa
John and Sandra Drew
Jack Driscoll
Jere and Sandra Driscoll
Alfred Drumm
Thomas and Camilla Duddy
Jane Tiffany Duffy
Janet Dupzyk
Lona Eichhorn
Kathleen Elertson
Paul Enders
Helena Engels
Cathy and Don Ercek
Mary Erickson
Sherry and Robert Ernst
Alphonso Espinoza
Lillian Estamo
Mary Rose Euphrat
William Even
Joan Fahey
Stephanie Falcon
Mary and Richard Farias
Mary Anne Federoff
Anthony Ferrari
James and Deborah Ferrari
Peter and Marie Ferry
Eleanor and Nickolas Fesunoff
Nancy Fine
Barbara Finn
Joan and Michael Fennerty
Edward Fischer
Kathleen Fleming
Daniel and Jeanne Flores
Raymond and Joan Flores
Diane and John Flynn
Gloria and Edward Foley
Shirley Ford
Virginia Formichi
Katharine and Robert Forrester
Fort Bragg Electric Inc
Margaret Fox
Mary Ellen and Michael Fox
Shirley Fox
Marco and Marlene Frausto
Mathilda and Don Frazier
Robert Frenemy
Robert Fryer
Mary Lou and Roland Fuette
Paul and Sandra Fuller
Marilyn Frohlich Furse
Henrietta Gabaldon
Karen and Richard Galindo
Patricia Galt
George and Margaret Gambonini
Edward and Valerie Garaventa
Maureen Gardner
Genevieve and Donald Gareis
Terence Garvey
Susan Gaunt
Julia Geist
Diane and Lawrence Gentile
Louis George
Maria Gero
Fredrick and Georgia Gilardi
Mary Therese Gill
James and Patricia Gilleran
Laverne and Leo Gilmartin
Judy and Rick Giraudo
Jesus and Terry Gonzales
Goodshop
Janet Goodwin
John and Joan Goodwin
Barbara Goslin
Janette Gould
Gregory Grand
Patricia Gray
David and Rosella Greaney
Thomas and Joyce Greene
Judith and Lyle Grondin
Herman Grupenhagen
Patricia Guenther-Gleason and Klaus Gleason
Patricia Guinn
Christine Gustavson
Catherine and James Gwinner
Nancy Haase
Stephen Haase
Eleanor Haenel
Wes Hageman
John Haggerty
Kathleen Hamill
Hanassab Oriental Rug Imports
Eileen Hanna
Cheryl and Gary Hannah
Carol and Thomas Hannon
Vicki and Hank Hansel
Marie Hanson
Barbara and Douglas Harper
Nancy Harrington
Charlene Harris
Kathleen and Richard Harrison
Clara Hartman
Carmella and John Hartzell
Jean and Harold Harwood
Mary Eileen and Robert Haub
Raymond and Marcie Haug
Mary Hausler
Margaret Hayhurst
Diana and Thomas Heafey
Anthony Heinzman
Ludwig Helmering
Marilyn Henry
Joseph Hesselbach
Rosemary Hester
Sharon Hicks
Marilyn Highlander-Pool and Lloyd Pool
Marlene Hofmeister
Marie Hogue
Jeannette Holmes
Holy Angels Church
George Hood Jr and Jean Hood
David and Karen Hooper
Wilma and Terry Horan
Ilene Hruby
Ann Huber
Sharon and Dirk Hudson
Michael Hughes and Gloria Hurtado
Diane Hunn
Mary Hunt
Carmella Huser
Joan Ibbetson
Celina Ing
Michael Interrante
Dolores and Ernest Jaramillo
Mary Susanne and Thomas Jebb
Elba Jensen
Robert Jensen
Michael Jogoloff
Sandra John
Angela Johnson
Charles Johnson
Jean Johnson
Elaine Johnston
Elizabeth Jones
Frances and Charles Jones
Maureen Jorris
Mary Joyce
Patricia Joyce
Mary Kaiser Miller
Roseanne and Vidoje Kalaba
Marlyn Kaminski
Madeline Kaser
John Keane
Barbara Keeley
Francis and Gail Kelly
Margaret Kerns
Janice Kersey
Kathleen Kiel
Kyang Kim
Bob King
George King
Rita King
Mary Ellen Kinney
Joan Kinnon
Llewellyn Kirby
Josephine and Leonard Kizzier
Judith Klapprott
Laurie Klein
Kathleen Knauf Lavoie
Paula and Andrew Kolano
Mary Jo Koman-Keogh
Patricia Kommer
Leonor Krueger
G Frank LaBonte
Colette Quement Lackovic
Nancy Lacasama
Patricia Lamas
Marietta Lao
Patricia and Rick Larsen
Sandra and Neal Lassila
Mary Katherine Law
Marilyn Lawlor
Patricia and Robert Lazzaretto
Francine and Bill Lee
Patricia Lee
Rose Lee
Theresa Lee
Suzanne and Fred Legner
Marguerite Leoni
All Donors by State continued.

John Lewis
Madeleine Licavoli
Rosemarie Limberis
Donald and Susan Linch
Robert and Linda Little
Patricia and Michael Livingston
Brother Bernard Lococo
Keith and Luz Loebig
Elizabeth and Robert Loll
Judy Lomax
Annette Lomont
Kathleen Long
Mary Ann Looch
Eli and Bobbie Lopez
Gloria Lopez
John Lopez
Lawrence and Mina Loughlin
LuAnne and Robert Lowe
Brian and Debbie Lowry
Barbara Lucas and Edwina Walsh
Patricia Kraal Lucia
Debbie Lynch
Rennett Machatyre
Mary Alice Madden
William Maddigan
Frank Madrigal
Brandi and Joseph Magnier
Anna Mae Mahoney
Gerald and Kathleen Mahoney
Patrick and Maria Mahoney
Sally Mahoney
Francis and Susan Malinowski
Adrienne G Mansi
Marie and Michael Marheineke
Marian and Bernard Marren
Harvey and Dolores Marsh
Ken and Peggy Martinet
Pierina Maso
Ferdinand and Mila Mata
Eleanor Mathieu
Therese and John McAndrew
Keith and Dorothy McCaffrey
Keith and Dorothy McCaffrey
Ralph and Cathy McCaffrey
Sylvia McCann
Kathleen McCormac
Thomas and Helen McDermott
Margaret McEnery
Margaret McFadden
Reverend Finian McGinn, OFM
David and Wendy McGrath
James and Lola McGrew
Elizabeth and John McGuire
Joan McGuire
Mary Anne McGuire-Hickey and
John Hickey
Michael and Kathleen McKibbin
Mrs Mary Jane McKinnon
Kris Wechsler McMillan and James McMillan
Francis McNulty
Terence and Mary Elizabeth
Meehan
Christopher Mei
Beverly Meinensbach
Margaret Claire Melaneph
Edward and Dorothy Melone
Jose and Maria Mendez
Grace Mendez
Mary Mendoza
Brian and Diane Mertes
Maureen Michela
Betty and Peter Michelozzi
Mary and James Mieding
Victoria Mikio
John Miles
Diane and David Millan
Carol and Ron Miller
Joan Moffet
Robert Monk
Gloria Montemayor
Emiko Moore
Isabel and Elias Moreno
Carol Morgan
Mary Alice Muellerleile
Janelle Lynm Mullany
Leo Mullin
Lorraine Murphy
Carol Muske-Dukes
Patricia Mynatt
Anna Nanna
Gloria Navarra
Eileen and Charles Neal
Kathleen Neary
Jean and Ardell Nease
Jean Nell
John Nelson
Mary Jo Netto
Ernest Nierias
Nancy Niles
Frank and Juanita Nobriga
Marie and Carlo Noce
Mary Ellen Noel
Frank and Lois Noonan
Marcia Norris
Mary and Donald Norton
Thomas and Arlene Norton
Cecilia and Mikhail Nouh
Elise O’Brien
Mark O’Brien
Lynn and Robert O’Connell
Marie O’Connor
Mary Ellen O’Connor
Kevin O’Donnell
Catherine and Patrick O’Grady
Michael O’Hare
Kathleen O’Kane
Anne and Daniel O’Leary
Dennis O’Leary
Julia O’Leary
Joan O’Loughlin
Anne and Stanley Olson
Stevanie Jan Olson
Charles and Judith O’Malley
Lawrence and Diana O’Neill
Jeannette Organ
Mary O’Rourke
Elnora O’Saraes
Katherine O’Shea
Mary Frances O’Shea and
Charles Hegarty
Gloria and James Pacelli
James and Karen Pagliuso
Sherry and Donald Panec
Daniel and Nancy Panizzon
Mary Elaine Pantano
Mary Theresa Pardo
Agata Pavone
Mary Jean Paxton
Edmund and Deborah Payant
Mary Frances Peck
Diane and Braulio Pena
Charles and Rosemarie Peoples
Reverend Lawrence Percel
Laura Peritore
Michael and Elizabeth Perona
Frances Peterson
Linda Petreini
James Phillips
Janet and James Phillips
Jaymi Phillips
Sharon Plancy
Lois and Carl Pileri
James Piloni and Paula Walsh
Andrea and C Stephen Plant
Michael Plato
Genevieve Plusa
Andrea Porath
Nancy Porras Knight and
Anthony Knight
Helene and Paul Powers
Marianne Powers
Jacqueline Powers Doud and
Robert Doud
Janet and Joseph Preciisi
Lyle Price
Pat and Howard Prochaska
Bernadette McCahill Proulx
Mary Ann and John Putman
Madeline and Paul Rader
Linda Ramirez
Eileen Ramos
Mary Rankin
Joseph Rapozzo
Barbara Reardon
Mary Lou Reid and John Celentano
Joseph Reilly
Debra Rettenmaier
Louis Rezzoitico Jr. and
Kathleen Rezzoitico
Mary Rhodes and David Joseph
Shaun and Ron Ricketts
Teresa Ricotta
Pearl and Jack Riedel
Julia Rigney
Brother James Riordan, FSC
Betty Riordan-Eisele and
Steve Eisele
Pia Riparbelli
Gary and Frances Rivera
Kathleen Roach
Richard and Becky Rogers
Carol Rosauer
Gina and Larry Rosenberger
John Ross
Angelo Rosso
Lenore Rotolo
Ruth Rousseau
Patricia and Donald Sabatini
Marcia and Oscar Sablan
Saint Paul HS Alumnae Association
San Francisco
Frank Sanchez
Cara Sander
Richard Sanders
Louise and Jose Santiago
Teresa and Ralph Sarto
Most Reverend Joseph Sartorisi
Valerie Sauban
Jean and Raymond Schaaf
Mary Kay and Robert Schilken
Robert and Rose Marie Schilling
Mary Joan and John Schloetter
Roberta and Walter Schmitt
Carol and William Schreiber
Jean Schroeder
Roman and Mercedes Schultz
Alice and Francis Schwander
Clara Schwartz
Robert G and Kathryn R Schwemley
Foundation
Joven and Teresita Sebastian
Bill Segale
Nancy Seruto
Don and Erma Shanklin
Jon Sharp
Mary Shea
Laquetta Shelton
Davida Silva
Laura Silva
Dana Simmons
Sally and Robert Simonson
Pamela and Scott Simos
James Simpson
Faye Simpson Baden
Nancy and John Singleton
James Sipes
Judith Sirota
Joan Sivalon
Pauline Sloan
Dorothy Smith
Jenae Labrie Smith and
Timothy Smith
Mary and Clyde Smith
Joseph Smuro and Hannelore
Richards
Kathleen Snyder
Janet Soltsy
Margaret Somervell
Ted and Janice Songer
Carol and Benito Spalluto
Patricia Sears
Frances Spillane
William and Janice Spillane
Angelo Stagnaro
Madelyn Stapp
Josephine Stark
Geraldine Steenveld
Gertrude Stopper
Tomalui Stopper
Gertrude Strambi
Dona Strickland
Norma Stuckert
Elizabeth Sullinger
Carol Ann and David Sullivan
Patricia and William Sullivan
Mary Sullivan Worley
Jacqueline and Robert Sutton
Shirley Swallow
Joyce and Abe Swartz
Bernard and Gerian Sweeney
James and Margaret Sweeney
Donors of Distinction

Madge Sweeney
Neil and Beverly Sweeney
Beth Swing
Therese and Bob Tamaro
Mary Tansey
Robert and Gemma Tavares
Maximilian and Joetta Thiel
Dana Marie Thomas
Teresa and Philip Tiffany
Antoinette and John Tokarski
Carol Toomey
Carolyn Torliatt
Fortunato Trapani
Patricia Tseng
Anne and James Tufo
Karen Valdez
Donald Valenti
Beverly and Jerry Van Wingerden
Pia and Anselm Varni
Rosa Lydia Vazquez
Elsa Vides
Lorraine Voss
Theresa Voss and Bill Jackson
Nancy Wade
Therese Wagner
David Walsh
Mary and Lincoln Ward
Valerie Weinstein
Anne Wells
Patricia and Alfred Wells
Reverend Thomas C Weston, SJ
Kathleen Wicker
Most Reverend Gerald Wilkerson
Norma Williams
Kathleen and Peter Wilson
Mary and Samuel Winklebleck
Mark Winsor and Robert McHugh
Noreen Winter
Christine Witnik and Daryl Williams
Judith and Lawrence Wolfe
Moira Woods
Bernard and Maureen Wrobleski
Barbara and Theodore Wroblicky
Cho and Margaret Wu
Maria and John Young
John and Lynette Zeiter
Rita and Vincent Zilius
Helga and Uwe Zinck

COLORADO
William Arnold
Shirley Baldwin
Carole Ballegeer
Cleo and Eugene Beauprez
June and Anthony Bianchi
Donna Burn
Mary Casey
Helen Cass
Joan Chavez
Judy Christensen
Richard Chubb
Gary Collins
Kathleen and Philip Connolly
Maryellen Cosgrove
Arlene Cozzi
Mary Curto
Mary Dageforde and Thomas Wills
Byron Daniels

James Davis
Melissa and James De Kieffer
Teresa and Charles Debaillon
Donna DeBartolo
Oralia Delgado
Suzanne and Metro Docheff
M Maureen Doherty
Frances Duffy
Georg and Sonya Ek
Bernice Feliss
Bridget and Paul Ferguson
Mark Flora
Patricia Forsyth
Samuel Forsyth
Geraldine and Norman Franklin
Terrence Gallagher
Paul-E and David Geddes
Sheila and Kenneth Grotzky
Joan Hanlon
Mary Hartman
Connie Helgott
Mary Ellen Hitchcock
Juanita and Raymond Johnson
Darrell Jones
Maryalice Jordan-Marsh and David Marsh
Thomas and Dolores Kennedy
Dianne Klazura
Randella and David Knight
Mary Agnes Leonard
Mary Lester
Charlotte and Ellis Linn
Sherrill Lousberg
Thomas and Mary Ellen Luttenegger
Tess Malumphy
Judith and Richard Matlock
Sandy Mayberry
Ted and Chantal McDonald
Marilynn Miciek
Dennis Mishek
Suzanne Mock
Mount Saint Gertrude Alumnae Association
Frances Neff Hansen and Barry Hansen
Bertha Noesen
Jane Nolan and Mary Jo Nolan
Corine O’Donnell
Susan Osborne
Sharon and Richard Pauly
Virginia Pedersen
James and Kathy Piquette
Mary Polssfoot
Arden Reusink
Colleen and Raymond Rickert
Katherine Roberts
M Elizabeth Salvo
Robert and Judith Sassetti
James and Theresa Shea
Beverley and Jack Shiker
Madonna Shook
ShopAtHome.com
SUSAN SHUERT
Ingrid Sue Southern
Louise St Clair
Janet and Al Starnes
Linda and Terence Stevinson

Marian and A Thomas Stumpf
Mariana Sullivan
Gertrude Walsh Thomas and George Thomas
Barbara and Walter Thompson
Jerry Trujillo
Nancy Van Anne
Charles Vermeyen
Victoria and Edward Villegas
Eleanor and Joseph Warzoha
Kathleen and Stephen Weddel
Jane and James Weist
Beatrice White
Barbara and Wayne Wright
Lorraine and F Richard Yeatts

CONNECTICUT
Virginia and Robert Barker
Kathleen Bertram
Mary Jane Bolin
Mary and Bernard Curran
The GE Foundation
Albin Giaimo
Ann and Patrick Kenny
Patricia Kraus
Maureen McDermott
Francis Murphy Jr and Janice Murphy
Lee Ricciaridello
David and Nada Szemore
Theresa and David Waltz
Margret Wolfe

DELAWARE
Karen and Daniel Duran
Carol Peters
Sheryl Schulte

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Viola Allison
Dignity/Washington Inc
Mary Anne Gibbons
Tony and Trish Glawacki
Tara Kelly and Michael Mavretic
Bernard Malloy
Florence Matthews
Catherine O’Brien
Paypal Charitable Giving Fund

FLORIDA
Barbara Adcock
Denis Alumbaugh
Kathleen Anderson-Knight and Michael Knight
James and Rose Anglin
Joan and Michael Arno
Susan and G Edward Bayer
Mafalda Benchea
James and Susan Benson
Ann Berry
Michael Blouin
Marguerite Susan Bremmer
Visitation Britain
Laurel Burns and Thomas Burns
Mary Alice Butler
Richard Calestina
Dorothy Casey
Eugene and Sharon Casey

Cathy and John Chiaro
Margaret Chwatal
Dorothy and Joseph Colant
Cecil and Agnes Connolly
Judith Coryell
Josefina and Jose Cue
Daniel and Elizabeth DeBettignies
Vincent and Mary DeBow
Philip and Phyllis DeLuca
Kathleen and Patrick Doherty
Patricia Dohrer
Floretta Donlon
George Drillos
Jerome DuCharme
John and Jacqueline Duffy
Meneve Dunham
Shirley Dunne
Charlotte Dux
Maurine Elliott
Carol Esser and Joe Herko
Lisa and Joseph Faley
Frank and Pamela Fau
Susan Felz
Mary Louise Fischer
Carolyn and Michael Foley
Mary and George Foster
Joan Foulds
Norma Frakes
Rue Ann and Scott Furbish
Patricia and Bernard Gahan
Peter and Pamela Gardner
James and Kathleen Gillespie
June Girard
Martha Groene and Janet Groene
Geraldine Guglielmo
Catherine Hanus-Zank
Sandra and Thomas Haupt
Emily and Joseph Heffernan
Dolores Henolley
Valeria Hernandez
Sheila Hiss
Irving and Jane Horn
Mary Louise Howard
Marianne and William Hurley
Kathleen and Richard Jacquetm
Joan Jones
Joanne Joyce
Kathleen Keefe-Wilson
John and Barbara Kesler
Marie Petrone Kilker
Mary Kinnane
Patricia and Glenn Kloiber
Kathleen and David Kovarik
David and Suzette Kowalski
Eva Kulcsar
Vernon and Barbara Kunstman
William Kustes
Mary Lewis and George Lewis Jr
Ronald and Ruth Lichtsinn
Ernest Little and Beverly Pearson-Little
Joyce Mach
Virginia and Joseph Malloff
Family Fund
Marie Marchesani
Mary Martin
Marianne Matthews
William Mayo
All Donors by State continued.

John and Grace McGuire
John and Mary McHugh
Mary Lou Merritt
Kathryn Meuer and Mary Beth Roederer
Sheila Milazzo
Cheryl and Gerald Murphy
Michael and Judy Murphy
Kathleen and Thomas Nash
Dave and Georgia Newberry
Stephen O’Connell
Judith and James O’Donnell
Reverend Michael O’Keefe
Robert and Jacqueline O’Keefe
Carol Owen
Cynthia and James Palm
John and Shirley Parson
Carol Peck
Ricardo Ponce De Leon
Gabriele and Timothy Powers
Michael and Elvira Ramos
Kristina Richter and Jeff Becker
Kathleen Riley
Leo and Patricia Rinaldi
Salvatore Romano
Joan Rudin and Marie Ballon
Mary Ann Rushing
Mary Jean Sandberg
Deanne and Allyn Schmid
Lauranne Schmit
Louise and Jeffrey Schrank
Donald and Patricia Schuler
Diane and Roger Serzen
Joseph Soares
Mary Ann Stereck
Peter Stauder
Mary Celeste and Donald Steinwachs
Rosie Rita Sullivan
Tracey Swaine
Patricia Swope and Barbara Swope
Audrey Thomas
George Thompson
Keith Timmons
Margaret and William Traiser
Nathalie Tronis
Carmen and Nancy Trotta
John Tsausis
Angela Vaccaro
Shirley Valdez
Catherine Voisinet
Marilyn and Marty Vrijak
Robert and Donna Wahlert
Betty Walsh
John Weider
Daniel and Crissy Weise
Michael Welling
Kathleen and Edward Wilkinson
Grace Young

GEORGIA
Katherine Beckman
Marie and Dennis Crean
Thomas Dannemiller
Ginny Davy
David Dreher
Robin Eggert
Stephen and Linda Findlay

Stephen and Luxenia Healy
Helene and Stephen Jeffrey
Kurt Kang
James Lewis
Felicia Mayfield
Catherine Ashton Moran
Paul and Patricia Morin
Kathleen and Douglas Olen
Lawrence Opal
Bernie and Joe Parks
William Price
Joan Riemer
Patricia Stephenson
Glenn Strellner
Robert and Elizabeth Tarjan
Toni Teague
Mai Ward
Mary Warren
Gerald and Karen Winter

HAWAII
Naty Agdinaoay
Michael Ching
Bernice Ebinger
Laura Knapp and Joseph Knapp
Rosalind Lara
Thomas and Terry Okimoto
Mildred Pedro
Patricia and James Severson
Laureen Silva-Ranis
Joana Taba

IDAHO
Mary and Jack Goodman
Raymond and Margaret Marlewski
Jo and Steve McIntyre
Peggy and John McMahon
Judith and Tommy Wells

ILLINOIS
Daniel Abben
Elena Acevedo
Robert Adamo
Patricia Adamski
Suzanne Adamson
Barbara and Carl Adriano
Pilila Agosto-Venegas
Robert Aguillere and Karen Nottoli
Desta Ahern
Patricia and Michael Ahern
Thomas and Carole Ahern
Benjamin Alba
Daniel and Susan Allen
Jean Allen
Thomas Allen
Phyllis Allocco
Gary and Joanne Almblade
Mary Almerigi
Leonard Amari
John and Jennifer Ambrose
The American Ireland Fund
Nancy and Terry Anderson
Raymond Anderson
Richard and Mary Anderson
Armand and Mary Kay Andreoni
Mary Andreoni and Frances Andreoni

Dino Anichini
Silvio and Rose Marie Anichini
Lucille Antonik
Delphine Antos
Raymond Antos
Deborah Apger
Ilda Arcari
William and Marycatherine Archer
Martin and Theresa Armstrong
Mareon Arnold
Mary and Charley Arnold
Alicia Arosena
Elizabeth and David Arts
Virginia Ashley and Dale Owacht
Carol Ann Auclair
Beverly and Arthur Avery
Bernice Azarelli
Ann and John Bading
Rosette and John Bagley
Joseph Baker
Carol Balabanow
Donald Balasa
Charlene Baloun
Betty Banaszek
Mary and Robert Bansfield
Marianne and Walter Barker
Barbara Barrett
Joanne Barrett
Patrick Barrett
Rosanne and Harold Barrett
Nancy and Richard Barry
Maureen Basile
Mary and Ken Bates
Linda and James Battaglia
Trudy Battista
Carole Ann Bauer
Salvador Bautista
Ronald Bawiec
Jose and Nereida Bayron
Beam Suntory Matching
Gifts Program
Helen Beaty
Audrey Beaufays
Raquel Bech and Larry Martin
Ellen Beckman
Darlene and Raymond Bedard
Lois Bedlek
Kenneth and Sheila Behrens
Jeanie Beintema
Vilma Bell
Geraldine and James Bellanca
Alfred and Rita Bellumini
Frank and Judith Bellumini
Josephine Belmonte
Patricia and Anthony Belmonte
Mary Ellen Benson
Laura Berg
Pamela Berg
Bill and Carol Berger
Rosemary Bernardo
Patricia Bernhold
Mary and Patrick Berry
Robert and Lucia Bertram
Elodie and John Betzle
Adelaide Blaek
Maryrose and John Biallas
Robert and Joan Biebel
Joan Bieler and David Craig
Joan Billingham
Elizabeth Birch
Frances Bishop
Linda and Gregory Biskoski
Tomas Bissonnette and Rita Simo
Barbara Blair
Marion Blake
Eleanor Blankenship
Robert Blasius
Margaret and Michael Blecha
Nowell and Kathy Blecha
LeRoy Blommaert
Mary Lane Blomquist
Mary Blumer Reed
Judith and Harry Blus
Mae Boech
James Bolan
John Boland
Robert and Marlen Bollman
Danette Bookstein
Ramiro Borja
Dolores and Joseph Borst
Mary Borysewicz
Gordon and Annette Bottom
Thelma and David Bottom
Helen Ann Bourke and
Lawrence Vonckx
Anne Bowhay
James and Jaclyn Boyle
Patricia Boizis
Helen Brach Foundation
Theresa and Thomas Brady
Rodney and Linda Brandt
Pauline Brass
Kathleen and Joseph Bredemann
Alice and William Brennan
James Brennan and Celeste
Rogers-Brennan
Mary Frances and Alfred Brennan
Sandra Brennan
Mary Brindley
Barbara and William Brinlee
Virginia and William Brittain
Bridget Broderick
Harold and Barbara Broecker
Leslie and Gary Brouillet
Kathleen Brown
Robert and Donna Brown
Valerie Leon Brown
Margaret and Eugene Bruckert
Marion Bruglieri
Patricia Bruemmet
Sondra Brunke
Nancy Bryers
Yvonne Bryniarski
Jeanne Buccola
Maureen and Paul Budinger
Barbara Burdett
Donald and Marjorie Burke
Kathleen Burke and Maryann Burke
Mary Burke
Marlin and Kenneth Bush
Constance Locher Bussard
Mary Ann Butirro
Constance Butler
Noelle Butler-Reed
Donald and Carmelinda Butts
Jacquelyn Butzen
Eileen Byrne
Leonard and Elsa Caccavella
Penny and John Cady
James and Betty Caffareli
M Jeanne Cahill
Mary Cakuls
Kathleen Calacino
Rose Marie and Robert Calderisi
Margaret and NICase Calderone
Frank Caliendo
Gloria and Lawrence Callaci
Beatrice Campagna
Katherine and Daniel Campbell
Terri and Steve Campbell
Lucille Caravette
Kathleen and Donald Carlin
Carolyn Carlson
Sharon Ann Carlson
Susan Carlson
Carmel Catholic High School
Mary Carney
Lynn and Leonard Caronia
Janet Carroll
Madonna Carsello
Mary Lou Carta
James and Beverly Casey
Margaret Casey
Mary Casserly
Virginia Catezone
Teresita Catorce
Harriet and Arthur Catrambone
David and Sandra Caulfield
Rosemary Caulfield
Theresa Cavins
Robert Cech
Charlene and Anthony Chakeen
Jacqueline Chambers
Peter and Bonnie Chaput
Irene Chavez-Pimsler
Joseph and Elizabeth Check
Alfreda Chelette and Ramon Cepero
Mary and Arthur Chiappetta
Mary Anne Child
Aaron and Rahn Chojnicki
Dolores Christ
Dennis and Sharon Christenson
Barry and Marilyn Christian
Christian Social Action Forum
Ellen and Alan Christopher
Lillian Churchill
Clara Clark
Margaret Clark
Robert and Gwen Clark
Virginia and Frank Clark
Virginia Clark
William and Eileen Clark
Dorothy Clarke
Micael Clarke
Karen Claus
Lawrence and Pamela Clennon
Kathleen Clepp
Linda Clewell
Mary Jane and William Clifford
Theresa Coffey
Carol Colaciccio
Josephine Cole
Marybeth Coleman
Patricia Coleman
Charls Colin
Catherine Collarian
Adrian Collins
Norine Collins
Robert and Mary Pat Collins
Jeanne Colombo
Phyllis and Douglas Combs
Jane Conachy
Mary Kay Condon
Arlene Connell
John Connell
William and Linda Connell
Sister Rosemary Connelly
Mary Ann and Dirk Connelly
Margaret Connolly
Margaret Connolly
Virginia and William Connolly
Vincent and Sheila Connor
Bill Conrady and Natalie
Lake Conrady
Mary Frances Consola
Alicia Constantino
Jane and Bill Conway
Noreen and John Conway
Teresi Conway
Rosemarie Coogan
Veronica and Matthew Cook
Cecilia Cooper
Edward Coram Jr and Nancy Coram
Maybelle Corbo
Eileen Corcoran
Victor J Cordes Il
Regina Cordi
John Corliss
Dolores and John Coruthers
Marilyn Cotteleer
Diana Couri-O’Hanlon and Tim
O’Hanlon
Joanne and Elmer Courtney
Ramona Coutre
Dolores Covelli
Bill Covington
Loretta and Ted Cowen
Debra and Mark Cox
Mary and Edward Cox
Rosemary and William Cox
Sandy Cox
Bill Cox and Sandy Cox
John and Mary Coyle
James Coyne
Barbara Craig
Betsy and William Crannell
Thomas Creagh
Maureen Creely
Dolores Crilly
Suzanne Croadsdale
Rosemary and John Croghan
Donald and Carmella Cronin
Karen Croty
Diane and Paul Culhane
Nancy and Timothy Cullerton
Margaret and James Cullotta
Frances Cunningham
Joan Cunningham
Elizabeth Curryo
Nancy and Thomas Dadigan
Michelina D’Agostino
Ginger and Patrick Dalton
Nancy Daluga
Viola D’Amore
Kathleen and Thomas Daniels
Eileen Daquilante
Joan and Donald Daum
Diane and James Davy
Eileen and Steven De Spina
Elizabeth Decker
Gertrude Dedic
Sally and Brian Deeniann
Judith Deering
Phyllis DeFilippo
Jennie and Robert Degnanelli
Anthony and Lorraine Degrazia
Jose DeJesus
Geraldine Delaney
Phillip Delany
Theresa DeLuca
Donna DeMillie
Deirdre Denihan
Mary Jane and John Denihan
Raymond and Marilyn Denen
Jacqueline DePorter
Sharon DePrizio
Aimee Devereux
Doyle and Meredith Devereux
Patricia and William Devereux
Elizabeth and Donald Devine
Mark and Colleen Devine
Rosemary Devine
Marjorie Devieger
Theresa and Frank Dewaele
Edward Dieschbourg
Al and Mary Dieterle
Patricia Dieveney
Estelle Desselhorst
Phyllis and Anthony DiViesti
Dorothy Doherty
Eileen Doherty
Jeanne Doherty
Alice Dolan
Kathryn Dolan
Maureen Dolan
Kate and Paul Dombrowski
Jean Donahue and Barbara Tadin
The ‘Ph J and L R Dondlinger
Charitable Trust
Dione Donnelly
Dolores and John Donnelly
John and Sandra Donnelly
Michael and Linda D’Onofrario
Thomas Doodiy
Peter and Carole Rae Doris
Mariella and Lawrence Dorn
Mary Kay Dougherty
Marsha Dowd
Thomas W Dower Foundation
Mary and Michael Downen
Irene Doyle
Jayne Doyle
Joan Doyle
Kathleen and Chester Doyle
Mary Beth Doyle
Reverend Michael Doyle, OSM
Joan and Thomas Drennan
Elena Duarte
Dolores Dubowski
Rose Ducay
Craig Duchossois
The Duchossois Group Inc
Mary and Charles Ducibella
Eulalia Duda
Don Duffy
Donald and Nancy Duffy
Jerome and Joan Duffy
Joan and Frank Duke
Dianne Duner and Kenyon Duner
Rosemary Dunker
John Dunlap
Gerald and Teresa Dunphy
Richard Durbin
Paul and Bridget Durkin
Barbara Duslak
Francis and Mary Julia Dyra
Julie and Frank Dziadosz
John and Frances Eber
Daniel Effer
Barbara Egan
Mary Ann Egan
Paula and Robert Eggert
Kathleen Egloff
Peary and Terence Eidon
Arthur and Ann Eilander
Judith Elfering and Louis Behm
Mary Ann and James Ellinger
Mary Ann Elward
Paula and Kurt Erickson
Kathy Erlandson
Charmaine and Anthony Errico
Marie Esposito
Rosanne Estus
Irene Evans
Francine Evans
Timothy and Anna Evoy
Jeanine Ewald
Rita Ewalt
Robert Fabianski
Vincent and to
Rose Falbo
Eugenia Fallara
Brenda and Michael Fallaw
Anita and Thomas Fasano
Noreen Fearon
William Fecht
Robert and Blanche Fedanzo
Mary Joy Feeney
James Fehl and Carol Mizer
Loretta and James Feltman
Kathleen and Patrick Fergus
Jo Anne and Thomas Festle
Edward Feuerbacher
Barbara Fidanza
Ruth and Lawrence Field
Patricia Finn
Judge Edward G Finnegan
Memorial Fund
Sammy Fiorita
Christine and Ed Fitzgerald
George and Liane Fitzgerald
Judith Fitzgerald
Patricia Fitzgerald
Joanne Fitzpatrick
John and Maureen Flahrty
Robert and William Flahrty
William Flahrty
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- Michael and Lori Flannery
- Barbara Fleming
- Janice and Earl Fleming
- Sheila Fleming and Kathleen Philben
- Arlene and William Flynn
- Mary Ellen and James Flynn
- Patricia A Flynn
- Patricia Flynn
- Lina and Albert Folkerts
- James Folliard Sr
- Mary Folliard
- Mary Foster
- Mary Lorraine Fox
- Gloria Franchi
- Grace Franchi
- Carol and Peter Frank
- Sharon Franklin
- Mable Franzoni
- Diane Frehe
- Anthony and Melissa Frelo
- Mary and Richard Friedman
- Margery and Richard Frissie
- Agnes and Warren Frolik
- Joan Froneck
- Joan Fruin
- Helen Fuchsni
- Daniel Fullen
- Edward and Sandra Furgat
- Patricia Furman
- Helen Gabel
- Jan Gagliardi
- Rose Galante
- Brother David Galinski, FSC
- Margaret and Joseph Gandurski
- Mark Gannon
- Rita and David Gardner
- Jan and Carl Gargula
- Martha Garrett
- Bernard Garvey
- Mary Garzoni
- Sandra Gates
- Marie Gauer
- Mary Gavan
- John Gearen
- Joan Gembia
- Veronica and Virgil Gehling
- Joseph and Roberta Geisel
- Kathryn and David Gemperle
- David and Carla Genelly
- David and Carla Genelly
- Kathryn Heroux
- Mary and H Scott Herrick
- Ronald and Marcia Herrig
- Bernard and Anne Hettinger
- Wendell Hickman
- Andreae Higgins
- Kevin Hill
- Michael and Bonnie Hill
- Murray and Beth Hilary
- Lynda and Mark Hinchy
- Margaret and William Hines
- Vivian Hock
- Mary Hoffman
- William Hogan
- Frank Holban
- Oksana and Michael Holian
- Norma and John Holmes
- Joe and Lan Lan Hoo
- Mary Hook
- Robert and Jacqueline Hopkins
- Shirley Hora
- Carole Horan
- Jeanne Horan
- Nadia Horb
- Joan Hostynski
- Kathleen Hotten
- Mary Kay Houck-Stahler and T Richard Stahler
- Judith Hourigan
- Lorraine Hrak
- Donna and James Hruby
- Joel Hubbs
- Cecile Hughes and Ruth Finn
- Mary and Thomas Hughes
- Mary Catherine Hughes
- Robert and Frances Hughes
- Stephen and Lesley Hughes
- Geraldine Huftink
- Susan Humphrey
- Dana Hundrieser
- Betty and Kenneth Hunt
- Susan Huntley
- Mary Ellen Hynes
- Maria Ibarra
- Diane Sue Imhoff
- The Immaculata Alumnae Association
- Marilyn Infante
- Catherine and Salvatore Ingraffia
- Glenn and Patricia Ingram
- Kathleen Ingram and Glenn Ingram
- Barbara Isaacs
- Bernadette Ivasika
- Geraldine and Frank Izban
- Eleanora Jackson
- Kathleen Jackson
- Madelynn and Timothy Jacobs
- Thomas and Judith Jacometty
- Camille Jacques
- Catherine Jaeger-David
- Marybeth Cunneen Janak
- Dorothy Jandura
- Diane and Mike Jankiewicz
- Carol Jankowski
- Aileen Janouch
- Anita Janowiak
- Judith and Robert Janus
- Palmina Janusonis
- Noreen Denney Jasinski and Roy Jasinski
- Kathleen Jasza
- Charles and Judith Jedlink
- Mary Carlene Jenner
- Joanne Jennings
- Sandra Jerger
- Elizabeth Jeske
- Myra Jeskey
- John Deere Foundation
- Art Johnson
- Rosalie Johnson
- Sharon Johnston
- Frank Johnstone
- Margaret Ann Jordan
- Delores Jorgensen
- Loretta Josefowski
- Edward and Mary Kay Joyce
- Georgette Joyce
- Janice and John Joyce
- Joseph Juchnowski
- Christine Juiris
- Betty Kabance
- Anne and Frank Kabbes
- Mary Kaess
- Kathleen Kahoun
- Alan Kalitzky and Sharon Read
- Kathleen Kallan
- Donald Kaner
- Lillian Kappelmeier
- Stephen and Jeanne Karabin
- James and Catherine Kardelis
- Marguerite Karnick
- Mary Karnick
- Frank Kasbohm
- Denise Katek
- Jeanne Kazmerski
- Judith Kazmierowski-Giannamore
- Carmen and Frank Keane
- James Keane
- Dorothy and Edward Keating
- Barbara Keeley
- Francis Kehoe Estate
- Joan Kehoe Wencel and Gary Wencel
- Leona Kelley
- Mary Kelley
- Regina Kelley
- Patricia Kelly
- Paula Kelly
- Ann and Michael Kelly
- Donald Kelly
Donors of Distinction

Edward Kelly
Gloria Kelly
James and Anne Kelly
Joyce Kelly
Kathryn and Edward Kelly
Marie Kelly
Mary Jeanne and William Kelly
Mary Margaret Kelly
Nancy and Paul Kelly
M Colleen and Paul Kelty
Michael and Ann Kennedy
Patrick Kenny
Julie Kent
Mary Kent
Rita Kent
Cathleen Kerfin
Mary and Cary Kerger
Razia and Kausar Khokhar
Mary Kilcoyne
Rita Killeen
Colleen King
Mary Louise King
Cletus and Patricia Kinsey
Kurt and Cristina Kinsey
James and Virginia Kintz
Sandra Kizior
Bonnie and Ron Klaus
Kathleen Klein
Myra Kleinschmidt
Rich Klinkenberg
Mary Lou Klosinski
Connie Knapp and Judith Farmer
James and Maureen Kobler
Virginia Koerber
Teresi Koncos
Nancy and Stanley Kopecky
Dolores and Jack Kopyeka
George and Dorothy Kopicki
Mary and Casimir Kotowski
Mary Beth and Kenneth Kouba
Anita and W John Kowalchyn
Rosemarie Kowols
Rose Ann D’Ambrosio Koyer
Joan Kozak
Joanna Kozuch
Eleanor and Donald Kraft
Kramer Family Fund
Garnetta Kramer Charitable Foundation
Patricia Krase
Patricia Kratochwill
Ruth and Lester Kreyer
Edward Krolak
Gloria and John Kromer
Mary Lou Krueger Revocable Family Living Trust
Edward Krupka Jr
Nancy and John Kubat
Richard and Kathleen Kucik
Virginia Kuczma
Kathleen Kuhr
Karen and John Kula
Chester Kulis
Helen Kulpa
Gail Kunce
Catherine Kunzer
Charlotte Kurland
Nancy Labiak

Joan LaBue
Karen LaManna
Robert and Virginia Lambert
Teresa and George Lambert
Francine LaMontierella
Christine Lamut
Lange Sign Group Inc
Barbara Langfeld
Robert Lannert
Jeanne and Desmond LaPlace
Patricia Laria
Elissa-Lynne and Chris Larsen
Kathryn Larson
Diana Laske
Jennie and Donald Latham
Ann Latz
Donald and Phyllis Lauer
Virginia and Lawrence Lauterbach
Donna Lavelle
Linda and Thomas Lavery
Judith Lawlor
Elizabeth and Larry Lawrence
David Leahy and Barbara Weller
Gerald Leahy
Mary Leahy
Joseph and Lori Leane
Marjorie Lee
Mary Ellen Lee
Mary Joa Lee
Carolyn Leece
Frances Leen
Adele Baiocchi LeGere
Raymond Lehman
Virginia Leidinger
Carl Lekan
Reverend James Lennon
Thomas and Barbara Leonard
Betty Leonardo
Sister Emile Marie Lesniak, OSF
Patricia Lievens
Constance Lind
Rosalie Lindberg
Mary Linehan Dwyer
George Lingen Jr
Michael Linskey
Kathleen Lipinski
Barbara and Roger Liska
Jon and Ann Listek
Clara and John Littau
Marianne Littau
Patricia Lloyd
Donna and John Lobaito
Peter Lococo
Thomas and Patricia Loftus
Eleanor Loiacano
Susan Lonero-Havel and
William Havel
Anne Marie Long
Meridith Lopez
Anne Loquerico
Myrna Lovejoy
Annette and James Lovelace
Arlene Lowe
Loyola University
Mary Ellen and John Lucas
Mary Lucca
Mary Ann Ludwig
Patricia and Peter Luongo

Mary and Louis Lusignan
Geoffrey Lutz
Robert Lyman
Joan Lynch
Frances and Francis Lyne
Sheila Lyng
Lillian and Thomas Lyons
Regina Lyons
Rosamond Lytle
Kathleen Maas Weigert and
Andrew Weigert
Nadine Macak
Kathleen MacKrill-Walton and
Ann Walton
Ann and Jerry Madden
Anne Maddock
Mary Ann and Kenneth Maglia
Mary Magilione
Elaine and Vernon Magnusen
Janice Magnuson
Patricia Maher
Nancy and William Mahoney
Claudette Malik
Joyce Malieck
Francis Maloney
James Maloney
Greg Manghera
John and Mary Manley
Theresa and Ralph Mansfield
Beverly and Larry Manzella
Stephen Marasovich
Mary and Richard Marcheschi
Judith and John Marconi
Rosanna Marek
Catherine Marquette
Patricia Marschall
Eleanor Marsolais
Marjorie Martin
Sylvia Martinez
Jo-Ann Martino and
Cynthia Weiser
Carole and George Martz
Rena Marzen
Alice and Emil Maslanka
David Maslar
Elizabeth and John Masley
Maureen Massart-Reardon and
Stephen Reardon
Jolene and Alan Massie
James and Eileen Massimilian
William Masterson
Eleanor Mastrolonardo
Mary and Gerald Matayka
Pauline Matheson
Frances Mathew
Mark Matz
Virginia and George Maurer
Nancy May
Erin Mays
James Mays
Beatrice Mazzone
Beth McBride
Linda McBride and Mary McBride
Elizabeth and James McCabe
Beverly McCambridge
Marguerite McCarthy
Donna McClain
John and Joyce McCintock
Michael and Deborah McCluskey
Timothy McCormick
Frank and Nora McDermott
Teresa McDonald-Pepper and
William Pepper
McDonald’s Corporation
Edward and Fidelis McFadden
Carol McGarry
Lois McGee
Mary Ann and Frank McGinley
Geraldine McGinnis
Ann and Richard McGlynn
William and Mary McGovern
Mary McGowan
Mary Ann McGowan
James and Shirley McGrain
Maureen McGrain
Susan McGrath
Daniel McGuire
Mary McGuire and Catherine Rauch
Margaret and Robert McHugh
Mary McHugh
Mary Eileen McInerney
William and Antonette McKillip
Robert McLaughlin
Gerald and Diane McManigal
Carol McManus
Mary Ann McMurrough
Margaret McNicholas
John McNichols
John McParland
Karen McQuaid
Katherine McSpadden
Terry Medhurst
Elizabeth Meegan
Helen Menarak
Kathleen Mendoza
Patricia Merle
Barbara Meyer
Irene Meyer
Marlou Meyer
Rita Michaels
Dolores Michalek
Marc Michel
Mary Patricia Michel
Virginia Migely and Eugene Migely Jr
Marianne Miklas
Terrence Miles and Elizabeth Tisdell
Beatrice and Roy Miller
Bernard and Shirley Miller
Carol Miller
Ellen Miller
Judy and Henry Miller
Donald Minuccian
Julie Mladic
Thomas and Laura Mocchi
James and Leslie Modelski
Karen Moe-Stephens
James and Kathleen Monahan
Jean Monforti Estate
Diane Monnich and Tom Brennan
Ruthanne Montalbano
Carolyn Montavon
William and Maureen Moore
Terry Moore Thompson and
Daniel Thompson
Margie Moran
Marcella Morgan
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Kathleen and Steve Moriarty
John and Therese Morrison
Marcia and Tom Morrison
Sally and Michael Moseley
Mary Mostyn
Margaret Motz
Julia Moughan
Prudence Moylan and Margaret
Mary Harrigan
Karla and Michael Mullan
Mary Msall
Elizabeth Mueller
Mary Mueller
Mary Margaret Mueller
Donald Mulllen
Mary Mulligan
Kathryn Mulvey
Donna and Joseph Munn
Mary Milan Murphy
Susan and Gregory Murphy
Nora and George Murray
Suzanne and Kevin Murray
Laura Nalepka
Theresa Nallen
Mary and Medard Narko
Eileen Naughton
Barbara Navarro
Pedro Navarro
John and Karen Navoy
Maryellen and Stephen Neal
Catherine Neary
Mary Margaret Neel
Marya Nege
Donna Nekoliczak
Dorothy Nelson
Patricia and Thomas Nelson
Mary Nevel
Eileen and John Newman
Yuen Ng
Patricia and Nichola Nibbio
Arlene and Nick Nicholas
Mary Nichols and Paul Schleitwiler
Robert and Mary Kay Nickels
Karen Sue and Gus Nicolopoulos
Suzanne Nicotera
Rose Nikodem
Sandy and Joseph Nikola
Julie and Michael Nisivaco
John Nocita
Shirley Nolan
Daniel and Kim Noll
Adrienne and Tim Nonnenmann
Suzanne and Gerald Noonan
Arline and Raymond Norkus
Judith and John Norkus
Joseph and Nancy Norton
Carol Nowak
Sue Nugent
Mary Louise and William Obenauf
Edmund and Mary O’Brien
Reverend James O’Brien
Patricia K O’Brien
Patricia N O’Brien
Patrick O’Brien
Suzanne O’Brien
Timothy and Patricia O’Brien
Tom/Mary Ellen O’Brien and Mary
Timmerman
Thomas and Elizabeth O’Brochta
Anne O’Connell
Nancy O’Connor
Patrick and Jean O’Donnell
Peter and Gail O’Donovan
Ann Marie O’Hara
Wes and Leigh Anne O’Hara
Dennis Ohler
Joan and Robert O’Keefe
William O’Keefe
Robert and Joan Olach
Mary Olcese
Mary Cynthia Walsh Olney
Ann and Charles Olson
Catherine and Michael O’Malley
Geraldine O’Malley
Joan and Martin O’Malley
Noreen O’Malley
Mary Ellen O’Regan
Mary O’Reilly-Kehoe
Kristi and Gary Osga
Eileen O’Shea
Margaret O’Shea
Patricia O’Toole
Our Lady Help of Christians
James and Marybeth Owen
Joan and Fred Pacer
Eileen and Robert Padera
Linda and John Padgham
Helen and Joseph Page
Gloria Paglini
Patricia and Anthony Palbicio
James and Christine Pall
Fred and Mary Anne Palumbo
Mary Ann and Daniel Pankiewicz
Linda Pansczyk
Ronald and Patricia Papini
Linda Parck
Sam and Rose Parisi
Anne Parker
Robert Parkkinson Jr and Elizabeth
Parkinson
Jean and Thomas Pasko
Dolores Pasowicz
Nicholas Patricia
Mary Kay and Carter Patryn
Patti Furman Inc
Edward and Donna Patula
Carol Patzin
Rae Paul
Angela and Kenneth Paulan
Frank Paulo
Thea Pazen
Ellen Peirce and Roger Dore
Audrey Peisker
Jo Anne and Douglas Pekkarinen
Lynn and Tom Pelc
Maryjo Pelley
Michelene Peluso
Thomas Peppard
Carlos and Pam Perez
Jennifer and Robert Perez
Barbara and Robert Perkaus
Brenda Perkins
Kathleen Perry
Michael Perry
Sandra and Brian Perryman
Kathleen Peshak
Doreen and John Petenes
Carla and Richard Petersen
Lila Petitti
Theresa Petty
Catherine and Robert Pietrusiak
Virginia and Jeffery Piljac
Marilyn Pinto
Pamela Pipkin
Agnes Piszczek
Linda and Kenneth Pittern
Katherine and Richard Pizzato
Linda Plamondon
Matthew Plovanich
Susan and Paul Pobanz
Joanne and Lawrence Podgorski
Jane Pohl
Mary Poland
Laurie Policastro
Nancy Polios
Sharon Popielewski
Elizabeth Postell
Jeanne and Richard Potokar
Helen and Steven Potsic
Gwen Potuczek
Paulette and John Power
Cecilia Powers
Thomas and Marie Powers
Betty and Joseph Pozzi
Lawrence Prazak
Preferred Network Access Inc
Barbara Prendergast
Susan and John Presutti
Kathleen Preuss
Barbara Pribyl-Szymanski and
Robert Szymanski
Dianne and Paul Price
Patricia Principe
Mary Kehoe Pishgios
Graciela Puente
Patricia and P Thomas Purdy
Diane Purtil
Eleanor Putnam
Eileen Quinlan
Jane and Walter Quinlan
Mary Ellen and Robert Quinn
Maureen Quinn Olsen
Jean Quinian
Diane and Lawrence Rabicke
Robert and Marguerite Radkiewicz
Geraldine Radoka
Helen Ramirez-Odell
Rogelia and Napoleon Ramiro
Rosemary Rapp
Catherine Rauch
Thomas and Mary Ann Raymond
Phyllis and Frank Reale
Anthony Recchia
Ronald and Josephine Reda
Carole Reed
Maryann Reed
Gerald Reese
William Rehmer
Ernest Reich
Joseph and Patricia Reichert
Roy and Barbara Reidel
Jeanne and John Reilly
Mary Sharon Reilly
Jerry Rejc
Andrey Remec
Richard and Dianne Renspie
James and Marlene Rentas
William and Marie Reuracha
Peter Ress
Mary Gart Revsto
Donna and Robert Resuali
Lois Revell
Cindy Rheingruber
Wilma and Charles Rhodes
Lillian Ricci
Patricia Riggs
Robert and Margaret Riggs
Catherine and Harry Riley
Eileen Riley
Theres and Patrick Riley
Jesse Rios
Judy Ritz
William and Alice Robinson
Estate
James Roche
Jean and James Roche
Marlyn Roche
William Rock
Louis and Marie Rodawold
Patrick and Jane Rodgers
Rita Rodgers
Janet Roemer
Mary Roemer
Jean Rogan
Kevin Rogers
Marina Roggi
Maureen Rogus
Mary Rooney and Jack Macholl
Mary Rooney
Katherine Rose
Rabbi Robert and Dawn Rosen
Donald and Marilyn Rosengren
Joan Ross
Joan Rossi
Marie and Anthony Rossi
Mary Ann Roth
Thomas and Christina Roth
Bernadette Roucek
Margaret and John Rubino
Kathleen Runstrom
Elizabeth Rusin
Loretta Russell
Jacqueline and Charles Rutledge
Georgiana Ryan
James Ryan
Mary Ryan
Sally Ryan and Joseph Boyle
Frances Rybka
Russell and Rosemary Sabatino
Evelyn and Donald Sadecki
David Sadowski
Mary Saigh
Saint Mary Alumnae Association
Grace Salazar
Porfrieda Salins
Julia and Ralph Sammarco
Joseph and Suzanne Sana
Clare and Alfred Sanchez
Rose and Tony Santos
Catherine Sass
Elaine Sasso
Mary Ann and Robert Savard
Donors of Distinction

Anne Marie Schaefer
Patricia and John Schaefer
Marie Schamberger
Carol Schilaru
Colleen Schiesser
Gwen Schill
Barbara Schladt
Donald Schmidt
Mark and Carole Schmidt
Maureen and William Schmit
Rosemary Schmitt
Karen Schneider
Margaret Schneider
Mary Schneider
Michael and Patricia Schneider
John and Janice Schnobrich
Renée Schdosky
Aran Schoen
Dorothy Scholzen
Jacqueline Schreiber
Angela Schreiner
Sheila and Ralph Schremp
Judith and Gilbert Schroeder
Maureen and Bob Schroeder
Rosemary and Eugene Schelter
Barbara and Richard Schulz
Ada Schupp Foundation
Mary Ellen Schwall
Michael R Schwall
Nancy Schwall
John Schwartz
Phillip and Loretta Schwartz
Judith and Kenneth Schwartz
Mary Alyce Schwenters
Christine Scriba and J M Scriba Jr
Kathleen and Timothy Seidler
Valerie Selk
John and Carol Semerau
Ruth and Donald Sender
Theresa Severa
Clarita and Lino Sgarbosa
Veronica and Charles Schallcross
Joseph Shanahan
Jennifer and David Shand
Susan and Donald Sharto
Eileen F Shaughnessy
Mary Shaughnessy
Terrence Shaughnessy
Marie Morin Shaw

John Sheahan
Mary Susan and Declan Sheedy
Mary Shellenberg
Marie Sheppard
William and Joan Shermach
Arleen Shetler
Rosemary Shiel
Constance and James Shier
H Douglas Shinick
M Joseph and Janice Shrader
Carol Shralberg
Sandra and Charles Shriver
James and Suzanne Siepman
Joanne and Donald Sierzego
Mary and Earl Singer
Patricia and James Silverwood
James and Marguerite Simmons
Mark Simon and Catherine Counard

R Matthew Simon
Yolanda and Robert Simonsis
Joann Simpson
Antoinette and Michael Sinnott
Edward Sips
Annabelle Siska
Janet Sisler
Irene Sivertson
Mary Ann Siwicki
Dennis Skinder
Mary Lou Skoglund
Betty and Lou Skonieczny
Nancy Slagg
Anthony Slika
Therese Slowiak
Barbara Smith
Lucille and Joseph Smith
Marilyn Smith and John Smith III
Marilyn Smith
Mary Frances Smith and Robert Smith Jr
Peter Smolinski
Mary Catherine Smolka
Mary Smythe
Robert Sochowski
Ingeborg Soens
Patricia and Robert Solarli
Eloise and Dennis Sopka
Yvonne Sor
Mary Sotir
Patricia Spadoni
Jayne and Joseph Spittler
Frank and Judith Spittel
Josephine Springer
Susan Spurlin
Marek and Edmund Sroczynski
Patricia and Stephen St John
Michael and Patricia Staats
Nancy Stack
Leona and John Stagg
Eugene Stahnke
Maureen Stailey
Mary Ellen and Richard Stalzer
Patti Stancilff
Sylvia Standaard
Edwin and Ann Stanislawski
Barbara and Philip Staniszecki
Mary Ellen and Dan Stanley
Roger and Janice Stanley
Jeanne and Martin Stanton
Rosemary and James Stanton
Thomas and Cheryl Stanton
Star Thermoplastic Alloys and Rubber Inc
Judith and Peter Starr
Lawrence Statiska
Jane Staver
Patricia and Donald Steffen
Adrienne Steflf
Barbara Stein
Susan Steinbach
Ruth Stern
Vallance and Deborah Stevenson
Pauline Stilp
Theresa Stimpson
Patricia and Frank Stompanato
Paul and Sandra Straube
Tina Stretch and Kateri O’Shea
Rita Sulgit
Annette and William Sullivan
Barbara and John Sullivan
Celeste Sullivan
James Sullivan
Terrence and Sharon Sullivan
Thomas and Mary Susan Sullivan
Denise Summers
Mary Summerville-McCauley
Janice Sutkus
Reverend Thomas Swade
Ann Swanson
Nancy Swanson
Eileen Sweeney
Elizabeth and Joseph Sweeney
Kathleen Sweeney
Margaret Sweeney
Mary Sweeney and Dave Harrington
Mary Sweeney
Mary Lou Sweeney
Barbara and Eugene Swift
Mary Smyington
Mary Ann Szady
Jean and Thomas Szwaya
Margaret Tadel
Lorene Parr Tady
Adelaide Tanagras
Linda Tannen
Kathleen Tannyhill
Pauline and Arthur Tarvardian
Maureen Tate
Nancy and Harry Taylor
Ruby Taylor
Patricia and Jere Teed
Joan and William Teichmiller
Daniel and Alice Tell
Mary Ternes
Jay Tery and Kathleen Penak
Sue Tester
Dorothy Thatcher
Albert Thomas III and Linda Thomas
James and Sandy Thomas
Anthony and Mary Thorpe
Joanne Tilden
Patricia Tilghman
Mark and Catherine Tillotson
Michael and Judith Timmons
Mary Tischler
Paul Tobin Jr and Virginia Tobin
Lucille and John Tomisek
Margaret and William Tonne
Carol Toomey
Mary Tortorello and Craig Goldwyn
Jean and Kenneth Toth
Patricia and John Trakselis
Marianne Tralewski and Harry Dennis
Anthony and Mary Ann Trekas
Robert and Jaclyn Tropp
Patricia and Conrad Trotsky
Gina Trychta
Veronica and Edward Tchosik
Thomas Tucker and Lucy Abbott Tucker
Elizabeth and James Tuleoj
Kathleen and James Tully
Tully Family Foundation

Mary Tvardak
Joanne Twomey
Teresa and John Tyndall
Arlene and Edward Tyszkiwicz
Michael Ukropin
Raymond Ulbrich
John Unger
Patricia and Bernard Urycki
US Celadon
Pandora Uy
Mary Valleyly and Augustine Wilhelmy
Patricia and Paul Van Wert
George VanderVennet
Nancy Vaseloff
Luis Vazquez
Roberta and Amador Velez
Gabriel and M Kay Verstraete
Roberta and Douglas Vesperman
Elaine Veverka
James Vezina
Sheila and Charles Vietzen
Emily and Bert Viverito
Richard Vizek
Marion Von Holdt
Mary Anne Vydra
Kris Vyncke
Audrey and Bohumil Jerome Wach
Mary and Richard Wade
William and Margaret Wadsworth
Jeffrey Wagner
Rose Walsh and Shirley Halvorsen
Mary and James Walter
Mary Wandell
Pauline Warren and Joan Castle
Foundation
Joan Washburn
Shirley Waterlooo
Barbara and Charles Watson
Madeleine and Paul Whattelet
Evdanet Watts
Richard and Joann Watts
Patricia and James Wees
Karen Weigert
Sheila Weigert
Catherine Weingart-Ryan
Kathleen Weishaar
Genevieve Weissensel
Sister Joan Marie Weitman, OP
Donna Jean Welke and
Audrey Peisker
Mary Welker
Mary Wells
Mary Elizabeth and Neil Wells
Robert Wells
Sandy Werba
Louelle Welring
Margaret Werly
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Loretta and Robert Wermes
Kathleen and Kenneth Westlake
Maryann and Sylvester Wetle
Katherine Wetsoksa
Mary Whalen
Sherry Whigham
Donna Whitcomb
Raymond and Rosemary White
Bevora Lee White Bonomo
Maryellen Whitney
Clara Wlatrak
Ted Wickord
James and Sharon Wieand
Marlene Wielgos
Barbara and John Wiemhoff
Dorothy Wiernick
Karen and Anthony Wierer
Mary Wilens
Mary Anne Wimbish
Mary and Walter Wilk
John and Kathryn Wille
Mary Pat and Jack Williams
Patricia Williams
Susan Williams
Philip and Patricia Wilson
Sarajane and Keith Wise
Terrence and Suzanne Witt
Diane Wittstock
Audrey Zywicki

INDIANA
Judith Aldape
Martin and Carol Armbruster
Rita Berg
Natalie Bogan
Don Bugaski
Lauretta Campbell
Tim and Kristine Costello
Sheila and Anthony DeBonis
Mary Wollitz-Dooley
Edward and Joan Dorman
Clarice Doucette
Glenn L. Firme and Associates
Lorraine Fox
Donna and Dennis Friesel
Robert and Beverly Gallagher
Rose Marie and John Gropp
Sister Teresita Heenan, DC
Brian and Julie Jacobs
Carole Jaroch
Mary Ann and William Jones
Theresa Luce
Vileda and Peter Maloy
Joan and Eugene Mask
Sally McManus
Jim McMillan
Robert Monfort
John Moore
Morley Family Fund
Susan Niemczyk Studzinski and Alan Studzinski
Mary Ellen O'Neill
Sister Teresita Heenan, DC

John Collins

Catherine Condon
John and Mary Condon
Conlon Construction Company
Linda Connolly
Matthew Connolly
Marilyn Connor
Mary and Kenneth Conry
James Cononey
Carol Corrigan
Dennis and Mary Cosley
James Cosley
Lorraine Coupland
Claudia and Michael Cox
Sandra Craig
Daniel and Constance Cranney
Betty Cripe
Robert Crippes
Jane Cronkleton
Lauretta and Darrell Cross
Robert and Joy Cummings
Carol Cunningham
James and Monica Curoe
Raymond and Phyllis Curran
Toni and Thomas Dakin
Tom and Mary Jo Danner
Bernard and Marilyn Dansart
Rose Marie Davidsaver
Cecelia and Walter Davis
Joanne Davis
Kathleen Dean
Helen and James DeBartolo
Sharon Dee
Larry and Cathy Degen
Milton and Kay Delperdang
Donors of Distinction

Gary Frett
Lillian Freund
Norm and Marabeth Freund
M Jeananne and Donald Freymann
Kimberly and Robert Friday
Friends
Elizabeth Frommelt
Maureen and Al Frommelt
JoAnn Frost
Michael and Deborah Frost
Paul Fuerst
Margaret and Al Fuller
Maurice Furlong
Edward Gallagher III
Gallagher Family Foundation
† Clare and †Glenn Gannon
Katherine Gannon
Timothy and Peggy Gannon
Patrick and Susan Gardner
Paul Gardner
Theresa Garman
Antonia and Joseph Garvey
Charles and Amelia Gearhart
Catherine and John Gersema
Dorothea and William Giese
Judith and Jim Giesen
Theresa Gillin
Nicholas and Marjorie Gindorff
Patricia Glaser
Barbara Glass
Mary Jane and Richard Glovik
Debra and Stephen Goedken
Brian Gongol
Verne and Mary Gongol
Doug and Sue Goodall
Janet Goode
Mary and Ken Goodell
James Goodman Jr and
Lisa Goodman
Theresa and John Goodmann
Barbara Gomez
Alice Gould
Rosemary Grady
Georgia Dee Graff
Janet and Robert Graff
Monica Green
Sarah Greer Bush
Dick and Mary Jean Gregory
Loretta and Keith Greiner
David and Diane Griffin
Kathryn Griffin
Ron Griffin
Albert Grigals
Mary Virginia Gross
A Louise Gschwendtner
Jeffrey and Connie Hackett
Marilyn Hackett
Kathy Hadley
Sister Marilyn Jean and Sister
Elaine Hagedorn
Dorothy Hagersty
Mary Hagerty Trust
George and Joan Hahn
Kevin and Cheryl Halterman
Norma Jeanne and Tom Hamel
Marcella Hamm
Mari and Daniel Hammel
Michael and Diana Hammes

Janice and Curtis Hammond
Geraldine Hand
David Hanley
Martha and Thomas Hanley
Mary and Thomas Hansen
Carol Harkin
Margaret Harken
Jeanne Harrington
John and Madonna Hart
Richard and Brenda Hartig
Macy Hartlep
Allan Harves
Carolyn Haupert
Donald and Rosa Lee Hauser
Charlene Hawks
Joel Heer and Mary Heer
Jean and Richard Heger
† Monsignor Donald Heineman
Suzanne and Jim Heinle
† Catherine Heinz
Elizabeth Heirigs
Diane and David Heiser
Marjorie Hellmann
Reverend Walter Helms
Hendricks Feed & Seed Company Inc
Peg Hennagar
Reverend Monsignor Francis
Henricksen
Julianne Herold
Georgiana Herr
Marjorie Herrig
Reverend John Herzog
Jeanette Hess
Lori and John Hesseling
Alice Cass Hinz
Mark and Donna Hoeger
Celeste and James Hoerner
Mary Jo and Leon Hofer
Phyllis Hoffman
Paul and Gina Hoffmann
Hoffmann Schneider Funeral Home
Lee Hogan
Mark Hogan and Barb Stone-Potter
Delores and Robert Holland
George Holland
Rosemary and Gerald Holland
Rose and Harold Holm
Trudy Holman Hurd and G David
Hurd
Rita Holmberg
Joyce Honkamp
† Margaret Hotka
Donald and Florence Hotka
Gene House
Marlys Huebsch
† Robert and Madonna Hughes
Mary Jayne Hughes
Rosemary and Timothy Hughes
Reverend Edward Hurley
Mark and Sheryl Hurley
Patrick and Ginny Hurley
Mary Elaine Hussion
John Ille
Gerald Ihm and Carolyn
Fitzgerald Gantz
IWI PC
Jody Ille
Joan and Wendell Jackson

Deborah and Gregory Jacobs
Marion Jacobs
Leslie James
Ann and Joseph Jeffries
Anne Marie Johnson
Chris Johnson
Gayle Johnson
Jean Johnson
Richard and Phoebe Johnson
Janet Johnston
Pat and Randy Judge
Mildred and A J Kalb
Thomas Kane
Karen Kane-Herber and
Christopher Herber
Bushrah Karim
Karen Kay
Kathryn and James Kean
Mary Louise and William Kearney
Karen Kehoe
Elizabeth Keimig
Robert and Sara Keller
Thomas Kelley
Florence Kelly
Mary Ann and Donald Kelly
Barbara and William Kelzer
William Kemp
James Kennedy
Margaret and Michael Kenney
Sara and Bruce Ketcham
Nancy Ketelaar
Roger Klauer
The Klauser Family Charitable
Foundation
Donald and Joyce Klimes
Charles and Barb Kluck
Mary Knapp
Reverend Daniel Knepper
Mary Jean Knepper
Charles and Elizabeth Knudson
Ginny and Greg Koch
Francis and Marian Koetz
Peggy and Keith Kohler
Barbara and Wayne Kollath
Deanna and Patrick Koopmann
Mary and Joseph Koster
Carol Kramer
Maryellyn and John Kranz
Bob and Dorothy Krayter
Pamela and Michael Kreitz
Sharon Kress and Keith Cook
Terry and Emily Kruse
Susan and Steven Kullander
Jeanne Kullen
Roseann Kunkel
† Marie Kurtz
Bernie Kurtz Jr
Sister Corinne Kutsch, OSF
Reverend Eugene Kutsch
Marie Laake
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Christen LaFayette
Alinda Lager
Anne Lahey
Barbara and Richard Lambert
Leona Laurus
Bernita and Rick LaPage
Veronica Larkin
Michael and Cheryl Last
Jacqueline Lawler
Susan Lawler
John and Nancy Lease
Colleen Leinen
Richard and Rhea Leisen
Mary Ann Leporte
Ralph and Jane Marie Leto
Donna Dianne and Thomas Lieb
Theresa and James Liewer
Kathleen and William Lillis
Judith Lindahl
Donald Linden
Richard and Dorothy Lingle
Connie Link and Joseph Link Jr.
Mark and Lorraine Lintz
Rose LoBianco
Sal and Stephanie LoBianco
Lois Loveless
Reverend John Ludwig
Maurice Lynch
Patricia Lynch
Mike Mahon
Marianne and Walter Mahr
Elizabeth and Walter Maley
Leo and Rosemary Mallie
Margaret Maloney
Monica Maloney-Mitos and Frank Mitros
Sister Paula Maloy, SVM
Marlene Mangrich
Janaa Manternach
Lois and Larry Manternach
Karen and Jeffery Marean
Mary and Matthew Martens
Amanda Matson
Clare Mattox
Doreen and Loren Mauch
Jeffrey and Marilyn Mazzanti
Reverend James McAlpin
Madonna and Paul McAndrews
Leo and Alice McCarthy
Robert McCarthy
William and Linda McCarthy
Nancy McCarville
Reverend John McClean
Michael McClintock
Patricia McCormick
Mary McCoy
Mary Ann McCoy
Marilyn McCrory
Shirley McCullough
Marie and Kenneth McCuskey
Chaplain Paul McDonald
Sister Marlene McDonnell
Mark McElherne
Karen McGreevey
Marita McGurk
Donna McKay
Agnes McLaughlin
William and LeNae McNulty
Tammy McRoberts
Robert McShane
Linda McWilliam
LaVonne Means
Kay Messnick
Verna Metz
James Meyer
Mary Meyer
Peggy Meyers
Midwest Business Products
John and Karen Mikisch
Cynthia and Matthew Miller
Daniel Miller
Deborah Miller
Melissa and Eric Miller
Patricia A Miller
Pauline Miller
Wendy Miller
Charles and Helen Missel
Cynthia and Stephen Mitchell
Elaine Molony
Daniel and Katherine Morley
Mary and Timothy Moothart
Steve Mosman
Diane Muir
Mary Mulgrew
Elaine Theresa Mullin
Sharon Murphy
Susan Murphy
Mary Murray
Robert and Catherine Myers
Mary and Irvin Nauman
Karen and Loras Neuroth
Joan and Leo Neuses
New Melleray Abbey
Colleen and James Nieman
Rosemary Noth
Kent and Danuta Oberg
Terry and Delores O’Brien
Bill and Donna O’Dell
Mark and Susan Oehrking
Ruth Ann and Harry Oglesby
Rosemary O’Haver
Mary O’Hara
Judith Ohnemus
Christine Oslem
Pat and Darlene O’Neill
Rose Ann O’Neill
Karen O’Rourke
Ann and Bob Osterhaus
Roger and Luanus Ott
Louise and Joseph Ottavi
Reverend Paul Otting
Our Lady of the Abbey
Judith Palm
JoAnn and Joseph Palmer
Maureen Pape
Bette Papich
Mary Parkin
Sandra Parrett
John and Linda Patrick
Ann and William Patterson
Carol and Win Pehrson
Gary Pelzer
Ann Perino
Julie and Brad Peterson
Margery Petzkelka and Anton Petzkelka
Robert and Ann Petzkelka
Mary Pevestorf
Irvin Pfaf
William and Mary Lou Pfeiffer
Kenneth Phelps
Sharyn Pickel
Patricia Piekenbrock
Mary Podrebarac
Sister Mary Lou Podzimek, RSM
Reverend David Polich
Sharon Powers
Premier Linen and Uniform Rental
Kay and Charles Putbrese
Brendan and Jeanne Quann
Mary Etta Quinn
Sibani Ram
Elizabeth and Thomas Raschke
Constance Rasmussen and Leslie Rasmussen Jr.
Cindy and Steve Redmond
Jennifer and Greg Reese
Dolores and Robert Reichart
Rita Reich
Francis and Lucille Reicks
Dolores Reihle and Janet Reihle
Thomas and Judy Reilly
Mary Rettenmeier
Gisela Rettinger
Elizabeth Reuter
Diana Rezac
Susan Rhomberg
Allen and Donna Ricks
Andrea Ries
Mary and John Riley
Michael and Anna Mary Riniker
Virgil and Jane Rink
Thomas and Doris Rinker
Lori Ritz
Anne Robb
Patricia Robb and Stephen Clarke
Nancy and James Roberson
James Rochelle
James and Ann Rodenborn
Nancy Rohatsch
Barbara and Gerald Roling
Thomas Ross
Jayne Rossell
Joan Rowland
Diane Ruefer
Barbara Ruff and Edmund Ruff III
Don Rupp
Rose Marie and Jim Ryan
Susan Ryan-Anderson
Saint Ann’s Guild Holy Name Parish
Saint Joseph Academy Alumnae
Saint Patrick Catholic Church
Leon Sand-Hoefling
Nancy and John Sarcone
Charlotte Sawyer
Ruth Scallon
David and Lynn Scarlett
Mary Scarpio
Donna Scharlau
Joanne Scheckel
Marilyn Scheerer
Victoria Scherrer
Mary Schmerr
John and Donna Schmidt
Mary Schmidt
Regina Schmidt
Janet and Donald Schmitt
Marian Schmitt
Virginia and Alfred Schmitt
Ermal Schneider
Joan Schneider
Judith and Kenneth Schneiderman
Mary Ann and John Schreiber
Andy and Kara Schroeder
Linda Schroeder
Betty Schuster
Cheryl Schwind
Audry Scigliano
Patricia Scott
Sharon Scully
Margaret Sebille
E B Seggerman
Mary Patricia Sheehan
William and Catherine Sheka
Jean and Glenn Short
Robert Sieren
Julie Simon
Archie Sinclair
Charles Sinclair
Colleen Sinsky
JoAnn and Kevin Sitzmann
SAJ - Dubuque Class of 1956
Fabian and Patricia Skretta
Lorraine and Robert Smith
Mark and Colleen Smith
Mark Smith
Stephen and Linda Smith
Society for the Propagation of the Faith
Linda Spieler
Betty Spies
Michelle Sprengelmeyer
Rose and Jerry Springer
Marcella and John Stallman
Rene Staudacher
Nancy Steffen
Marlene Steichen
Diane and Gene Stephany
Rosemarie and Edmund Steppan
Douglas Stillings
Linda Stoll
Gary and Nancy Strandberg
M Maureen and Mike Streit
Anne and Nick Strittmatter
Mary and Allen Stroh
Imogene and Harold Styer
William and Patricia Sueppel
Katherine Sullivan
Margaret Sullivan
Sheila and Terry Sullivan
Tim Sullivan
Phyllis Sunins
Sarah Sutton
Bob and Rita Takes
Elizabeth Takes
Tandem Tire & Auto Service
Patricia Tandy
Anita Terrostra
Jane and Charles Theodore
Jack Thompson
Lori Tibbetts
Rosalie Tiedje
Fred and Diane Tienman  
Roger and Helen Till  
Barbara and W Scott Tinsman  
Rev. Monsignor Thomas Toomey  
Theresa and Donald Torrey  
Samira and T George Towfic  
Doris Tritz  
Mary Tritz  
Patricia and Donald Trumm  
Stanley Tuve  
Peggy and Keith Unangst  
Dolores Van Eschen  
Irene Van Nieuwenhuyse  
Kathleen and Frank Van Steenhuyse  
Lloyd and Diane Vandelune  
Elizabeth and Vincent VandenHeuvel  
Larry and Vicky Vogl  
Catherine Volz  
Karen Volz and Lance Heeren  
Alice Wagner  
Marilyn Diane Wagner  
JoAnne and C Richard Walderbach  
Carol and Patrick Walsh  
James and Geraldine Walsh  
Joicie Walsh  
Katherine and Martin Walsh  
Michael and Mary Alice Walsh  
Thomas and Maria Walsh  
Rev. Monsignor W Dean Walz  
Marlyn and Donald Wasmundt  
Susan Waterman  
Barbara Waters  
Joyce Weehler  
Don and Peggy Weideman  
Bernice Weiman  
Margaret Welch Estate  
Marcelline Walsh  
Welu Inc  
Angela Wemmer  
Rhonda Wernimont  
JoAnn and Gene West  
Nancy White  
Sue and John White  
Michele and Steven Whitty  
Geraldine and Marlin Wiese  
Mary and Arnold Wieser  
Donna and Tom Wilkins  
Thomas and Susan Williams  
Patricia Willis  
Patricia and James Wilson  
Jacqueline and Eugene Winders  
Phyllis and Virgil Wingert  
Victoria Winter  
Bernadette Wisor  
Nora and Edward Witt  
Monica and Dean Wittry  
Ron and Betty Woerdehoff  
Jeanne Wonio  
Janet and John Woolway  
Suzanne Wright  
Charles and Cindy Young  
Elaine Young  
Joan and William Youngblut  
Terry Zabokrtsky  
Marie Zakeer  
Kathleen and Matthew Zanger  
Thomas and Connie Zenisek  

Larry Zettel  
Paschal and Janet Zuccaro  

**KANSAS**  
Mary and James Allen  
Luis and Gloria Angles  
Mary and John Audley  
Mary Sally Aylward  
Shirley and James Barlow  
Judy and Richard Bixler  
Phyllis Brennan  
Henry and Carol Brenner  
Josephine Callan  
Charles Copple  
Estefa Darlington  
Gregory and M Jan Dixon  
Cathryn Dye  
Rose Mary Egan  
Jamie and John Ferraro  
Kathleen and Donald Focke  
Patricia and Lawrence Fogel  
Pamela and Charles Fowler  
Frank and Janice Fraas  
Janet Garnett  
Susan and Jason Geggner  
Larry Goscha and Sarah Mackin-Goscha  
Kathleen Guthrie  
Sheila Harrity  
Margaret and Daniel Hebert  
Elizabeth Heider  
Norma Herring  
Maria and Charles Jenks  
The Kenda Foundation  
Jean Magerl  
Nancy McCarthy Snyder and James Snyder  
Kimberly McGlinn  
Peter and Margot Mestad  
Marilynn and James Orr  
Paul and Kathleen Ptasnik  
J Patrick and Maureen Purcell  
Eileen and John Quinn  
A J and Esther Reed  
Sherry and Bob Robben  
Rita Schilling  
Wayne and Marita Schwartzman  
Edward Seitz  
Sisters of Charity of Leavenworth  
Ronald Smith  
Fred Steele  
Eleanor Swann  
Gregory Tucker  
Doris and Gary Uhruch  
Barbara Wilson  
Leslie Wilson  
Diana and Morris Woldum  
James Woods  

**LOUISIANA**  
Carol and Jim Filo  
Marilyn and Alfred Gensler  
Maurice Hart  
Guillerma Hogan  
Donna and John Hummel  
Bernadette Kumar  
Betty and Alces Laiche  
Dorothea McWhorter  
William Pecquet  
Joy and Earl Savoie  
Joseph Shields  

**MAINE**  
H Paul Carbonneau  
Kevin and M Eileen Concannon  
Debra and Mark Francis  
Mary and Robert Waddle  

**MARYLAND**  
Deborah Curren Aquino and John Aquino  
Mary Patricia and Charles Barry  
Kathleen and Edward Beal  
Patrick and Deborah Byrne  
Barbara Cabot  
Mary Cahill  
Zoe Carpenter  
Jill Dean  
Pamela Dillon  
Joseph DiSimone  
Fred and Nancy Engelke  
Maria Garzon  
Barbara Hannahan  
Monica and William Henderson  
Josephine Kammer  
David Karas  
John Kominski  
Jeanne Lacerte  
John and Mary Theresa Landers  
Jean Larkin  
Joan and John McCarthy  
Adoreen McCormick  
Alvena McCormick  
Mary and Daniel McMahon  
Robert Murphy and Emily Chew  
Donna Nosbaum  
Joseph O’Hare III  
Dianne and Timothy O’Leary  
Samuel and Ofela Reyna  
Bernadette and Charles Riordan  
Marianne and John Sickman  
Eugene Small  
Dolores Smith  
Hannah and Bernard Spalding  
James Speiker  
Sylvia Spring  
Jo Ellen Sur  
Mary and William Trautwein  

**MASSACHUSETTS**  
Susan and Salvatore Amato  
Carl Battista  
Paul Bisesti  
Bristol-Myers Squibb  
Teres and James Byrne  
Paula Caouette and Roseann St Jean  
Priscilla Caouette  
Ann Day  
June Delay  
Annmarie DiPlacido  
Maureen Dugan  
Mary Fenelon and John Gregory  
Delores Gallo  
Mary Griffin and James McGahay  
Stephanie Helm  
Theodore and Patricia Heuchling  
Joyce Hurley  
Richard and Dorothy Kennicker  
Lahey Health Primary Care  
Stephen Lane  
Jennifer and Thomas McGinn  
Barbara Millen  
Gary Mutascio  
James Powers Jr  
Rebecca Reilly  
Joan Rosenblatt  
Kenya Smith  
Elisabeth Sopka  
Keith Soucy  
Mary Souza  
Mary Roseann St Jean  
Robert and Mary Sullivan  
Denise A and Donald Terry  
Lauren Tomatore  
Sisters Vasquez  
Verizon Foundation  

**MICHIGAN**  
Arthur and Mary Atkinson  
Beatrice and Donald Baker  
Patricia and John Barnes  
Richard and Suzanne Beeman  
Katherine Littau Bell  
Barry Bennett  
Russell Bragg  
Catherine and John Brennan  
Rita Byrd  
Graziano Canini  
Christine and Edward Cole  
Kathleen Connolly Brown  
Elizabeth Dubina  
Gregory Even  
Karen Faricy  
Shirley Forton  
Robert and Peggy Fortuna  
Marianne and Michael Giersch  
Nancy and Charles Goedert  
James Hanson  
Mary Diane Hawkins  
Patricia Holtry  
Daniel Holmfelt  
Robert and Sharon Horvath  
James Jaworski  
Ferenc Kezdy  
Elizabet Knox and Tracy Knox  
Ann Marie Kotre  
Cathleen and Ronald Kudra  
Mary Beth Kullen  
Judith Lambert
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Henry Lantvit
David McCarthy
Jeanne and Gary McDonald
Rudy Mendoza
Michael Morgan
Joyce and Donald Nowosadi
Mary Patrick
Diane and Edward Pinkowski
Barbara Postelnick
Judith and Robert Rider
William Rooney
Helen Swanson
Shirley Smitas Thiel
Mr and Mrs Robert Tomlinson
Mari Vitale
Roger Waha
Deborah Walker
Terrence Walsh
William and Alice Waters
Maribeth and Daniel Watkins
Kathleen and John Wieland
Zebrowski

MINNESOTA
Rebecca and Ronald Adrian
Joyce Alt
Arleen Anderson
Marilyn and Raul Aune
JoAnna Bame
Mary Baumann and William Hopkins
Joan and Walter Bergman
Joan Bettenburg and Martin Duda
Carol Bickman
Carol and Merle Biggs
Sandra Boehmer
Mary Bolland
Ann and Don Botkin
Barbara and Jerome Bovny
Mary and Steven Brohaugh
Virginia Brooke
Audrey Brucker
Darlene Bulov
Michelle and Dennis Burke
Lynn Marie Byrne
Andrea Cadalbert
Jane Canavan Fischer and Wallace Fischer
JoAnn Carraher
Judith and Michael Cartier
Ellen Casey
Katherine Casey
Catholic Community Foundation
Mary and Patrick Cavanagh
Molly Cavanaugh and Janette Ayd
Mary and Jeffrey Cheyne
Peggy and Dennis Chirhart
Nancy Christensen
Ann and Michael Ciresi
Thomas and Anne Claseman
Mary Jo and Peter Clausen
Marilys Cleaveland
Mary and Jerry Clysdale
Sheila Colbert
Jerome and Maria Conway
Jim and Renee Conway
Carol Coomer
Maureen and William Cosgriff
Joan and Patrick Crowley
Sheila Cunningham
Daniel Curley
Carol Curoe
Sandra Curtin
Jennifer and Stephen Dailey
Sheila and Bob Danielson
Susan and William Davern
Richard and Pam Day
Denise Dian
Rita Dillon
Mary Kay and John Dolan
Mark and Rhonda Donahoe
Mary McDonald Downes
Jo Anne and Edward Driscoll
Virginia and James Duncan
Ellen and Edward Dunn
Ellen Eichten
Mary Ellis and Jim Ekstrom
Nancy and Nick Eltgroth
Jeanne and Peter Engel
Patricia Erb
Helen Brearey Farrell
Joseph and Jill Farr
Jane and Jim Fennell
Joan and Michael Fritz
Judy and Daniel Fuller
Colleen and Lawrence Gallatin
Sheila Gearn
Mary Glynn
Mary Pat Goodwin
Gary Gossman
Diane and Tom Gray
Mary Gregg
Elizabeth and Jeffrey Grigsby
Mary and Ronald Gross
Philip Hamer
Dennis and Carolyn Hamilton
Maxine and Patrick Hamilton
Dae Hannah
Molly and Joseph Hanrahan
Helen and Philip Hartley
Lynn and Denny Havicek
Carole and Todd Heimdahl
Margaret Higgins
Carmela Hobbs
Carol and James Hollenbeck
Judith and Ronald Horsnall
Wesley Hromatko
Reverend Leo Huber Foundation
Sharon and Tony Iano
Linda and Ron Ingham
Mary Ellen Irish
Francis Jacobs
Margaret and James Jansen
Reverend Paul Jaroszieski
Jane Marie Jensen
Anne and Michael Johnson
Judith and Carl Johnson
Linda Jury
Carol Kalan
Dolores and Thomas Kalb
Patricia and Kenneth Kaiser
Sister Valerie Kilian, OFS
Lucille and Gerald Kisch
JoAnn Klein
Kathleen Klein
Anne Klejment
Marilyn and Joseph Kocer
Christine and William Koentopp
Janet Kohler
Mary Constance Kozlak
Colleen and Gerald Kritzeck
Susan and Paul Krocheski
Edwin Krueger Jr and Marjorie Krueger
Kathleen and Mark Lamin
Mary and Thomas Lee
Lois Leier
Diane Lill
Antonette Long
Kathleen and Peter Lucia
Marlene Lussier
Marcia Lutz
Thomas and Barbara Lynch
James and Darlyne Lyons
Mary Maas
Helen Maddix
Katharine Mason
Kathleen and Gerald Mattson
Doris and John McCabe
Marguerite McCarron
Josanne and ?Thomas McCarver
Dorothy McClung
Stephen and Mary Teresa McCurdy
Virginia McDermott
Catherine and Mike McFerrin
Mary McGinn
Judith and Thomas McKernon
Barbara and Thomas McLeod
Leo McMahon
Dianne and Mike McMenomy
James Miller
Martha and Douglas Miller
Margaret Moffett
Mary Mold
Julianne and Gerald Monson
Janet Moran
Jacqueline Mosio
Mary Moxness
Barbara Neff
Mary and Paul Negri
Maryeleanore and Jack Niederkorn
The Nolan Family
Jane Nutzmann
Kathleen and Thomas O’Brien
Lee Ann Oczak
Mary Frances O’Keefe
Jean and William Olson
Sally Oltmans
James O’Meara
Katherine and Steven Onken
Patricia and Bruce Orud
Our Lady of Peace Alumnae
Evelyn Pallas
Florence Pappas
Mary and Thomas Patterson
Donald and Jeraldine Peters
Margaret and Richard Pfohl
Linda and David Pietsch
Dionette and Thomas Polacek
Kathleen Quinn
Mary and John Regnier
Judith and Michael Richardson
Michael and Katie Rigney
Cecil and Stephanie Riley
Marie and Richard Rodier
Karen and Michael Roe
Patricia Rolewicz
James Rosendahl
Judith and James Ross
Patricia and Stephen Rowley
Judith and Charles Rue
Judith and Thomas Russell
Mary Ryan
Shannon and Jerome Saatzer
Phyllis Salmen
Dennis and Nancy Sansone
Steven and Mary Lynn Sauer
Kathleen Scanlan Tschida and Victor Tschida
Beth Kaiser Schafer and Robert Schafer
Elaine Scherdin
Barbara and Kevin Schmidt
Mary Margaret Schmidt
Dr James and Margaret Schmitz
Family
Donna and Tom Schneider
Jeraldine Schneider
Richard and Lora Schoenberger
Mary Ellen and John Schommer
JoAnn and William Schroeder
Dennie and David Scott
Susan and Richard Skare
Kate and Michael Smith
Sandra Solt
Richard and W Alan Spillers
Carol and Joseph Stacey
Rosemary Stahl
Jennifer and Geoffrey Stankervitz
Mary Ann and Bob Stark
Mary and Ben Stephens
Kathy Stupca
Peter Suleski
James and Lois Sweeney
Edmund Tio
Ann and Kevin Treacy
Deborah Trent
Noreen and Bill Tyler
Linda Tysk
James and Kathryn Vogl
Mary Walker-Buchanan
Patrice Walsh
Madeline and Fredrick Washburn
Arlene Welbes
Mary Wells
Ann and William Wernz
Marilyn Westermeyer
James Wicker
Jane and Alan Wiljamaa
Raymond Will
Barbara and John Winters
Mary Wisdorf
Louise and Richard Wolfgramm
Maureen and Randall Wolhaupter
Marcia and Joseph Wolkerstorfer
Marian Wolters
Marjorie Wood
Margaret and Bill Wood
Kathleen and Albert Woodward
LaVerne Zabel
Janice and Michael Zempel
Joanne Zoff and Edward Sellner
Barbara and Dominic Zweber
Lorraine Zweber

MISSISSIPPI
Raymond and Joan Barry
Donald and Elizabeth Bonin
Patricia and Charles Caskey
Victor Gregory and Giovina Chinchiar
Mary and Alton Cobb
Mary Coleman
Eleanor Davi
Marian Durfey
Thomas Eby and Mary O’Donoghue
George and Carol Evans
Cynthia Gavette
William and Donna Hanigan
Roger and Peggy Hastings
Yvonne and Gordon Hadley
M Eola Hogg
Michael and Mary Jabaley
Irene Jones
Kathleen and Ray Komar
Cookie Leffler
Mary Manning and Sue Mosby
Toni and Edward Manning
Kirk and Karen Martin
Henry Mestayer
Lynn and Joseph Nassar
Jenny and Jim Neeld
Linda and John Pieklik
Ruth Roberts and Richard Roberts Jr
Judy Robinson
Terry Rushing
D Steve and Helen Shirley
Yvonne Thaxton
Ginger Watkins
Margaret Wodetzki
Betty Woolley
Susan Harrington Young and Bland Young

MISSOURI
Loretta and Louis Aemisegger
Linda Albani
Patricia Albers
Mary Ellen Anstey
Tom Anzalone
Patricia Archer
Carol Ann Aubuchon
Joan Augsburger Jana
Paula Bard
Carole Beauvais
Robert and Connie Bintner
Stuart and Cathy Bintner
Carolyn and Phill Blake
Patricia and James Bovier
Janet and Charles Bradley
Robert and Virginia Brown
Milton and Clarita Bryant
Mary Patricia and Jerome Bueltmann
Mary Ann and Robert Burkert
Jill Burleson
Zita and Anthony Cafaza
Doris Callahan
Mary Claire Casey
Carolyn Cawley
Kathryn Charles
Geraline and Paul Chervenak
Kathryn and Vojislav Chkattovich
Mary Clarke
Donna Cognac
Judith Conoyer
Helen Elaine Costello
Fred Crouch and Maureen Nash
Marie Cuddihy
Timothy and Mary Dalton
Steven and Marilyn Daly
Pat Davdy
Janice and Robert Dawson
Ann and R Curtis Day
Sister Madonna Day, SL
Anna DeMarea
Florene DelMee
Rosemary Denison
Barbara DePue
Linda and Thomas Dieckhaus
Nancy Dowd
Nancy Duffy
Anne Duncan
Colleen and James Ebbesmeyer
Barbara Elits
Chris and Abdalla Eldarrat
Fred Faller
Elizabeth Fau
Diane and Robert Faupel
Ann and Ron Felker
Ivo Feuerborn
Russell Findley
Julie and Joseph Fingerhut
Kathleen Flowers
John Fox
Mary Ann Frengen
Joan and Edward Funke
Toni and Robert Garrett
Mary Gravatt
Virginia Green
Megan Greenwall
Karen Grega
Martha Groff
Mary and Don Guempel
Mary Haake
Emmett Hahn
Ann and Raymond Harrison
Jeanette Haukap
Dorothy Hauser
Mary Kay Heil
Donald Heitert
Virginia Heitland
Dorothy and Raymond Hellweg
Margaret and Michael Heringer
Robert and Joyce Herleth
Maureen and Charles Hoffman
Carol and Joseph Honich
Jacqueline Hostetler
Larry Houlton
Roseann Hughes
Jacqueline Hummel
Marcella Humphrey
Kent and Barb Iliff
Nadine Jackson
Barbara Jeglijewski
Mike and Ursula Jostedt
Florence and Robert Jungens
Mary and Stephen Kappel
Kathleen Keenan
Patricia and Greg Kelleher
La Reine and Richard Kelley
Madonna and Tom Kennedy
Thomas Kenyon
Donna and Wayne Kern
Carol Kerry
Michael and Patricia Kleinman
Susan and Richard Koehler
Ruth and George Koenemann
Bernard and Sheila Koetting
Theresa Koetting
Joanne Kreeb
Susan Lammert
Loretta and James Lampen
Sister Ann Landers, CSJ
Jeanette Laury
Roberta and Michael Lavin
Jeanne Leuthen
James Lips
Marlene and Dan Lischwe
Betty and Arthur Loeffelman
Rose Mary Luh
Ronald and Julie Lux
Norma Jean McAteer
Patricia McIvor
Frances and Donald McDaniel
Mary and Michael McDevitt
Mary Therese and Jack McGauley
Sean and Elisabeth McManus
Barbara and John McNiff
Philip Meier
Karen and Bill Meldrum
Donna Merghelani
Nancy Merz
Robert Meyer
Christine Middendorf
Patricia and Don Miller
Jacquelin Mitchell
John Mitchell
Eileen Monteil
Thomas Moorman
John Morehead
Karen Morris
Robert and Henry Muhrer
Paul and J G Mulholland
Thomas and Sydna Mullane
National Catholic Reporter
Mary Louise Naudet
Patricia Neal
Thadeus and Helen Niemira
Thomassine and Michael Nolan
Joseph and Lois Obermeyer
Sheryl and Dennis O’Connell
Jeanette Oge
Richard and Mary Sue O’Herron
James F O’Malley
Mary Kay O’Malley
Shirey and John O’Reilly
Robert Osseck
Mary and Tom Otto
Richard and Martha Parish
Joana Pavia
Marguerite Pearson
Judy Hock Peckham
Patricia Penrod
Penny Jo Pfeifer
Susan Pogue
Margaret Poniewaz
Wanda Przywojski
Joan and Stanley Ramotowski
Mary Jane and Duane Rankin
Mary Ann Rea
Elizabeth and Craig Rebholz
Nancy and Bob Reingold
Virginia Rice
Mary Margaret Richardson
Mary Risch
Mary and Dennis Roach
Carol Rockwell
Katherine and Thomas Rucinsky
Virginia and Martin Rudloff
Sister Helen Ryan, CSJ
John Ryan
Robert Ramsam
Mike and Sharon Sanderson
Mary Saasen
Marysue Schaffer
Melvyn Schleich
Michellle Schiller-Baker
Dianne Schmidt
Gloria and Donald Schnell
Miriam Schuchard
Christine Secorsky and Greg Sacho
Doris and C J Seliga
Cecilia Servart
Mary Therese Shear
Donald and Susan Shegrud
Annie Sly
Patricia Smiley
Kathy Smith
Patricia and William Spier
Della Sprehe
Mary St Clair
Mary Ann Steck
Annette and Barry Stevens
Joanne Strathern
Diane and David Swanson
Maryjo Thornburgh
Mary and Thomas Tobey
Rose Marie Totsch
Mary Tischls
Robert Utter
Elizabeth and James Vanderette
Marcella Wagener
Donald and Diana Walsh
Jeanette Wamser
Eileen and Frederick Weber
Maureen Wessels
Kathleen Westerheide
Joanne Whitehurst
Margaret Winston
Cheryl Wittenauer and Tom Sanger
Laverne Wrombel
Xavier High School Saint Louis

MONTANA
Jo Jamette and William Antoniolli
Elaine and Denny Arthur
Louise Belt
Floyd Boland
Sheri Broudy
Marlene and John Bublich
Chris and Dorothy Busch
Marie and John Cashell
Daniel Combo
All Donors by State continued.

Francine Coombe
Peg and James Corr
Mary Kay Craig and George Waring
Pat and Don Crosley
Reverend John Darragh
Daniel and Marjorie Doyle
Lynn Dukelow
Kathleen and Steven Gaskill
Margaret and Frank Gebhardt
Richard and Silvana Hackett
Reverend Monsignor Joseph Harrington
Cynthia and Robert Harrison
Gloria and Charles Horejsi
Deanna Huseth
Edwin and Dawn Johnson
James and Dolores Keane
Elaine and Robert Kennett
Mary Langenderfer and Weire Greiser
Michelle Malkovich
Mary Kay Maloney
Susan and Frank Matule
Joseph McBride
Stephen McCue
Mary McGonigle-McCourt
Margaret Nordin
Mary Robins
Edward Sheehan
Judith and Ronald Siebeck
Jennifer and Richard Smith
Barbara Swierc
Fred and Gayle Stout
Rose Sullivan
Marla Lou Sump
Margaret and William Tatarka
Bertha Trudell
Robert and Marie Vanisko
Jack Walsh
Michael and Peggy Walsh
Eileen and Kenneth Willett
Dorothy Young

NEVADA
Noella and Robert Albertazzi
Miriam Albright
David Applebaum
Jesus Bayron
Maria Beilacqua
Grace Birnberg
Patricia and Ted Brunk
Mary Louise and Edward Chalmers
Fred Eckrosh Sr
Carol and David Gaberel
Robert Goodman
Kathy Grover
Bonnie Hahn
John Higden
Victoria Hussman
Patricia and Roger Jewett
Diana Johnson
Barbara Larson
Marie Madere
Jerome Mayda and Marc Blum
John and Colleen McCormick
Maureen McKinley
Catherine Milder
Joan Pribyl
Rose Marie Princ
William Przywara
Margo Rosser
Ralph and Dorene Starita
Mary Jo and Manuel Stein
Susan and M James Toner
Georgina and John Traut

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Anne Cloutier
John and Marianne Duffy
Barbara Fitzpatrick
Jacqueline Reese and Kathleen Casey

NEW JERSEY
Claudette Austin
Mary Berends
Margaret Boyd
Michael and Angela Byrne

CA Technologies
Kathleen Caldwell
Raymond Carriere
Linda and Richard Contant
Aurora Dapkus
Maria Dorta
Jane and Henry Durkin
Joseph and Natalie Farr
Ferdinand Fiore
Lawrence and Elizabeth Forte
Eugene Garvey
Christine Greenland
James Highbee
Bruce and Jaou Kauffmann
Stephen Lombardi
Catherine and William Marshall
Marian May
Edward and Grace McCabe
Christina McCann
Elizabeth McCormick
Mary Kay Merritt
Reverend Joseph Miele
Salvatore Paolantonio
Susan Petix-McNeeley
Alberta Pfeiffer
Wayne and Dana Potosky
Celia Radek
Jacqueline and John Riley
Barbara and Richard Romano
Regina Ruggiero
Joan Schafer
Charles and Janine Schmidt
C A Shea & Company Inc
Shell Oil Company Foundation
Matching Gifts
Joseph and Mary Sommers
Judith Andrews
Linda Carstens
Carmen and Jose Chavez
John Cosgrove
Mary Dawson
Christine and Grace Grant
Geraldine and Daniel Klinglesmith
Mary Lutz
Victoria Massie
George and Tia McLaughlin
John and Mary Ann Miller
Joan Judge Mirabal
Mary Montano
Carol and Frank Ninkovich
D’Anna Oller
Allen Paneral
Jeanne Presley
Margaret Ryan
Mary Ann and Philip Stroud
Paul and Christine Vogel

NEW YORK
Eleanor and Rizaitlo Advincula
Dorothy Ames
Adrienne and Robert Anderson
Jiberto and Donna Aravena
Pauline Blake
Arlene Boccetti
Robert Boheler
William Bradley
Sister Nga Bui
Augusto and Adoracion Cabotage

Joseph and Philomena Clohosey
Daniel Cochrane
Michael and Mary Beth Coco
Michael Conlon
Kathryn Conway
Patricia Courtmanche
Peter and Deborah Crippen
Elizabeth Crisonino
Maureen D’Amato
Margaret Demarco
Anthony DeMeco
Gregory Demo
Mary and Nicholas Desario
Bernadette and Peter Devaney
Doris and Donald Dubac
Bernard Duffy
John Duffy
Most Reverend John Dunne
John and Nancy Fedigan
Gadalia Garcia
Kathleen Garvey
Patricia Garvey
James and Janet Gettler
Patricia Hart
Joseph and Anne Heaney
Rose Heller
Walter Hilderbrandt
Katherine Hill-Miller and Fred Miller
Charles Hoffer
George Hofgartner
Holy Sepulchre Cemetery Staff
Flavia Iannaccone
Jennifer Jackman-Joseph
Barbara Justo Izzo
Jane Kaczorowski
Mary Kane
Mary Kilgannon Atabemarco and Joseph Atabemarco
Sister Rose Andree Krieger, MM
Troy Larkin
Barbara Lebrecht
Linda LeClair
Judith Lewis
Kathryn and Robert Linhardt
Rosemary Luzum
James Lynch
Bridge Mahoney
Barbara Mansuk Louthan
Marilyn and Richard Marks
Philip McHugh
Joseph and Helen Mercier
Mary and Dennis Michalek
Teresa and Fred Monforte
John Niederberger
Kathleen and Neftali Nieves
Chris Bockelmann Norris
Carol O’Brien
Michael and Shoko Oneal
Wilda Oyola
Peta Pagan
Norman and Janice Pastorek
Kristin Paulus
Edward Penders
Joseph Peruffo
Kathryn Stanley Podwall
Michael Quirk
Kurt Raimi
Richard Redder
Donors of Distinction

OHIO
Sammie Allen
Patricia and Thomas Antkowiak
The Benevity Community Impact Fund
Robert and Sally Benintendi
JoAnn and James Best
Terrence Brennan
Martha Brophy
Joan Caserta
Nancy and Peter Cassidy
Janet and Robert Deans

John Doronsky
Phyllis Doty
Patricia Dwight
Reverend Anthony Esposito
Theresa Fox
Mary Agnes Gavan
Helen and Julius Gersi
Carol Gobel
Marianne and Anthony Gramza
Michele and Ed Head
Martha Heidkamp
Mary Ann and Doug Hoffher
Virginia and James Johnston
Kevin and Laurie Kiley
Patricia Kennedy Kraninger and David Kraninger
Lois and Charles Laskey
Jerry and Jo Ann Luttenegger
Mary Elizabeth and Edward Mansour
Theresa and Michael McAlpin
Patricia Mettler
Deborah Mitsch
Eilleen Moorman
Marion Richardson
Mary Jane Ryan
Mary and Cliff Stoll
Patricia Swanson
Bryan Sweeptown
Robert Thompson
Mary Umsbaugh
Susan and John Ward
William and Carolane Welsh
Darlene Weselek
Linda Wheeler

OKLAHOMA
Roberta Boyd
Karen Carney and W Walker Randall
Mary Ann Farmik
Donna and Mike Gomez
Charlene Grill
Lois Grummer
Francis and Phoebe Schmitz

OREGON
Mary Aberg
Kathleen Bebe
Barbara and Gordon Bollinger
Mary Lou and David Boyd
Eileen and John Brennan
John and Pansy Cook
Jana Davis and Douglas Young
Diane and Richard Del Guercio
Ann Diestra
Jeanne and Lauren Donaldson
Eileen and Bruce Drake
Myrna and Julian Duray
Paul and Sarah Duwelius
EmilyFewel
Elizabeth Fitting
Ann Franck
Rosemary Fulgaro
Michael Gordon
Michael and Terri Greenfield
Mary Holden
Raymond Jones
Richard Kreitzberg
Edward Krick
Ann Leahy
Mary Lou Leahy
Carol Lowery
John Matovich and Jennifer Lucas Young
Muriel and Ronald Mendonca
Julie and LeRoy Nollette
Mary Anne and James Nustrala
Judy and Paul Sherbo
Karen and Dan Sundseth
Jeanne and J Brian Thomas
Barbara Triska
Mary Walker

PUERTO RICO
Federico Ferrante-Patriarchi
Carmen Guadalupe
Gilberto Torres

RHODE ISLAND
Jean Ferrara
Joan and Thomas Galvin
Elizabeth Kelley
Margherita and William Staggard

SOUTH CAROLINA
Lucille Andrews
Loren and Marian Chamberlain
Dorothy and John Enright
Walter Griffin
Elizabeth Gross
Pam and Roland Hill
JoAnn Kearney
Joseph and Sue Ramirez
Jacques Rathle
Myrna Riha
Delores Rucker

SOUTH DAKOTA
Martyann and Gerald Apa
Sharon and Gerald Brugmann
Annabel Christensen
James Danielson
Jo Freier
Barry Furze
Julia Laurenti
George Nikolas
Anthony Sichmeller

TENNESSEE
Adele Baker
Paul and Mary Bauer
Gary Bezel
Liesl Bolel
Karen and John Carden
Yvonne Davis
Maureen Eddy and Elileen Markay
Meghan Fox
Carol and Thomas Giese
Nancy Grisvold
The Halstead Family
Leon Jones
Rita Kendrick
Mary Jo and William Larson
Eddie Messenger
Lee and Linda Miller
Raymond Moore Jr
Mary Anne and Carl Nordeen
James Riordan
Samuel Robinson
Cecilia and Eric Schmittgens
Franklin and Fannie Shelton
Sharon and Jeffrey Sirola
Celia Skelley
Deborah Smith
Ruby and Henry Snowden
Eugene and Janet Standaert
Aurelie Steve
William and Cecila West
Bernard and Caroline Westner
Ruby Wharton
Irene Wytrwal
All Donors by State continued.

TEXAS
Lupe Alvarez
Joan Ambroggi
Catherine Base
Charles Berman
Kathleen and Michael Blasi
Annelie and August Birke
Patricia Boland
Shirley and Malcolm Boone
Nan Broussard
Guido Bulgarelli
Diane Carney
Robert and Harriet Chesi
Pat and Rosalie Clark
Michael Collins
Lionel and Donna Dace
Elmer and Roberta Dangerfield
Terence Dixon
Kelly and Scott Drablos
Catherine and Paul Duke
Maureen and Michael Forrestal
Nicole Franks
Harold Gray
Patricia Hanshaw
Lillian and John Hennessy
Erin and Dennis Hensley
Mariella Hernandez
Robert and Sharon Hey
Jeanine Janes
Fred Johnson
James Joyce
Patricia and James Julien
Lorraine and John Kehoe
Michael and Josephine Kenney
Molly and Scott Killam
Sharon and Rollin Lacy
Leo Leners
Sara Lugo
Pamela and James Lydon
Edward Marcin
Mr and Mrs William McIntyre
Metdronic
Anne and Henry Merry
Grace Messina
Louis and Audrey Munin
Lucille Murphy
Patrick and Terrie Murphy
Barbara and Edward Navickas
Kathleen Norvelle
Therese and James Ray
Robert Reyes
Carlos Rodriguez
Mary and Charles Roe
Carol Rossetti
Agnes Saucerman
John Schultz
Carmilla and Ira Scott
Barbara and Harlan Seagren
Marylee Skwirz
Charles and Alice Stevens
Angela Stochl
Christopher Sullivan
Michael and Gretchen Thoman
Kathleen and Charles Tully
Lucille and Dale Walling
Wayne and Kay Weirick
Joan and Neil West
Craig and Kathryn Wietz
Katherine Wilcox
Richard and Patricia Wilcox

UTAH
Elizabeth Conley and William Siska
Ronald and Robin Cross
Nancy Hogan Augustine and
Richard Augustine
Melvin Kirkland
Janet and Andrew McCrea
Sue Tolley

VIRGINIA
Margaret Armen and Robert Armen Jr
Joseph and Patricia Barta
Lawrence and Anne Marie Beach
Ronald Behrle
Theodora Bostick
Lois and Richard Bowman
William Brooks
Michael Brophy
Joan Bryan
Martha Campbell
Patrick and Katharine Carney
Nancy and Frank Chak
Daniel Curtin
Debbi and Christopher Davis
Mary Jo Deeb
Patricia and Joseph Dobes
Gary Drago
Ann and Gregory Duchane
Colleen Duffy
Kimberly Emery
Laura Feld-Mushaw
Eileen Fitzgerald
Mary Jo and Joseph Furgal
Gladys Gallagher
Diana Geissler
Esther Gliot
William Golden
Brian Gray
Patrick Gushman
Lois Guzik
Regina Haney
Barbara Hazelett
William and Anne Holland
Patricia Horcan
Clara and Jerome Jaeger
Cathryn Klimmek
Johnel and Gary Lance
Lauranett Lee
Noreen Lopez
Helen and Robert Magneson
Gabriel Makhlouf
Shawn McCullough
Brian and Eileen McMahon
Carol Meyer
Susan and Miguel Monteverde
Michael Moore
Rita Naughton
Linda and Bruce Nordstrom
Mary and Thomas Ollandick
Ronald Olzewsik
Mary Sue and John O’Reilly
James and Marianne Phelan
John and Marie Powell
Joyce Rath

WASHINGTON
Mary Reyburn
James Rocop III and Marie Rocop
Susan Sarcone and Mitchell Schneider
Carol Shehan
Marie Shieis-Djouadi
Mary Ann and James Sinnott
Richard and Margaret Snyder
Patricia Stalzer
Barbara Travin
Jeanne Vincents
Susan and Herman Viola
Maureen and Eugene Wennemann
Donna Tobin Westmeyer and John Westmeyer
Ann and William Wester
Doris Wiedenhanh
and Richard Zeller
Cathy Zieliinski

WISCONSIN
Margaret and Thomas Cavanaugh
Mary and Mal Monahan
Jacolyn and Donald Moore
Edward O’Brien and Patricia
Hickey O’Brien
William and Carole O’Neill
Barbara Palecek
Mary Lynn and Don Pannen
Frances Pavlas Bose and Anjan Bose
William Price
Francis Rekasian
Anna Romero
John Rose
Margaret Safer
Carmen Scardamaglia
Kristin Schrantz
Richard and Ann Scroggs
Mary and James Seyer
Ruthanne and John Skov
Lowell and Donna Smith
Ann Sweeney
Judy and Dennis Sweeney
William Taylor
Mary Towne
Colleen and Michael Wartelle
Mary Lynn West and C Bryan West Jr
Edward Yee
Catherine Zarelli

WEST VIRGINIA
Michael and Lenor Jacobs
Ronald Jacobs
Thomas Orf
Geraldine and Claude Pehowski

WISCONSIN
Darlene Adam
Kathleen and David Andreoni
Francis Andres
Jane Bachman
Pamela Bartels
Elisabeth Baszler
Kathy Belgea
Mary Pat and Richard Bergerson
Rosemary Bergmann
Coletta and Rod Bina
Lynn and John Binder
Patricia and Gregory Blattner
Gabrielle Blood and Dennis Klaia
Loretta and John Booth
Judith and Carl Brakebush
Elizabeth and Kirsten Brelsford
Margaret Bresnahan
Phillip and Linda Breuckman
Ruth and Robert Bringer
Maureen and Steven Brown
Eileen Brownlee
Mary Clare Bruce
John and Rosemary Buffy
William and Peggy Butler
Irene Callahan
Christopher and Kathleen Callen
Mary Campbell
Mary Cannon and William
Ryan Drew
Anne Catalane
Robert Caulfield
Margaret and Thomas Cavanaugh

Jean Merlino
Mary and Mal Monahan
Jacolyn and Donald Moore
Edward O’Brien and Patricia
Hickey O’Brien
William and Carole O’Neill
Barbara Palecek
Mary Lynn and Don Pannen
Frances Pavlas Bose and Anjan Bose
William Price
Francis Rekasian
Anna Romero
John Rose
Margaret Safer
Carmen Scardamaglia
Kristin Schrantz
Richard and Ann Scroggs
Mary and James Seyer
Ruthanne and John Skov
Lowell and Donna Smith
Ann Sweeney
Judy and Dennis Sweeney
William Taylor
Mary Towne
Colleen and Michael Wartelle
Mary Lynn West and C Bryan West Jr
Edward Yee
Catherine Zarelli
Donors of Distinction

BVM Perspective

Monica B Crotty
Michael Crotty
Joan Rubringer Heckel
Sister Mary Hau, OSF
Molly Hatfield
Barbara Hartke
Molly Hatfield
Sister Mary Hau, OSF
Joan Rubringer Heckel
Elaine Hegmann
Ann Heidkamp
Sharon Heilman
Kristine Heimerl
Ann Helfer
Stephen and Anne Helfer
Carol and James Hoch
Jeanne Hochstatter
Jeanne Hoff
Mathias Hoffman
Marguerite Horne
Eugenia Hoy
Mavis Hubbard
Jean Jackson
Anna Jacoby
Thomas and Judith Jacobs
Janet Winkowski Jaeger
Susan Janusz
Kimberly Jeanpierre
Joyce Johnson
Margaret Johnson-Wiessner and William Wiessner
Cathleen Johnston
Lawrence and Marlene Juneau
Betty Karow
Daniel Kastenholz
Doris Kavaluskas
Kathryn Kavale
Camille Keeley
Kathleen Keith
Thomas and Joan Kelly
Ruth Klimer’s
Diane Knight
Geraldine and Robert Kolb
Kathleen Koneazny
Judith and Eugene Kosik
Mrs Maryline Kowalski
Elizabeth Kranh
David Kranz
Mary and Arthur Kreitzer
Mary Ann and James Krens
Rose Ann and David Krieg
Christine and Ronald Kritter
Dolores Kronsoble
Rita Kruser and Pat Kruser
Patricia and Thomas Kwak
Dorothy Lanuza
Eileen Lasusa
Daniel Lawton
Ruth Leffler
Jenifer Lemke-Bublitz
Dolores Lenz
Mary Linari
Mary and Kenneth Loeffel
John and Ingrid LoGiudice
Judith Lohmann
Dennis and Carole Loughlin
Ron MacDonald and Jerry Gantner
Patricia Madden
Sandra Manchester
Annette and Joseph Manone
Christine and Robert Maslonkowski
Renee and Anthony Mazurek
Ellen McBride and Paul Navine
David and Terese McCall
James McCulloch
Jean and Dennis McDonnell
Mary Lee McGinn
Theresa and Brian McMurtagh

Mary and Lawrence McPartlin
Margaret and Aloyce Menzia
The Mildred Freese Fund
Rosemary Millen
Joan Milott
Roberta and Carmelo Minesasale
Patty and Jim Molthen
Celine Mullnen
Janet Nenig
Ellen Neuhau and Thomas Schlueter
Lawrence Neumann
Margaret and Joseph Neuwirth
James and Patricia Ninko
Helen Noll
Laurie Ocepek
Rita and Thomas O’Connor
Patricia O’Driscoll
Mary Jo and Ron Ognar
Dorothy and Roland Paceszny
Donald and Kim Parker
Pat and Jim Parks
and V Robert Payant
Jeanette Peltier

Mary Ann Peterson
Elizabeth Petty and Karen Milner
Nancy and Robert Petulla
Mary Pleifer
Mary Judith Pickel
James Plant
Dennis and Kathleen Pollard
Barbara Pon
Donna Poshepny
Margaret Pozorski
John Puetz
Bill Quirk
Jeanniene and Douglas Rakowski
Kelly and Terry Retzke
Reverend Robert Rhynor
Reynalda Rico
Nancy and William Rice
Gerald and Lorraine Richter
Mary and Michael Rick
Bernice Rossini

Alexander and Lucille Rudolf
Family Fund
Shirley and Dale Runde
Renee Ryan
Cynthia Salvador
Stephanie Sander
Marilyn Scheufele
Eleanor Schroeder
Margaret and Thomas Schueller
Gary Schulte
Maria Schultz
Mary Ann Schwalbach
Katherine and Donald Schwerin
Rosemary Selep
Judith and William Shinkwin
Roberta Shinners
Mary Ellen and Gregory Smith
W Jeffrey Smoller
Mary Jean Smoller-Phillips
Catherine and James Spanholz
Antoinette Stancke
Brenda Stanislawski
Geraldine and Allen Stefhenagen
Victoria Steffes
Patricia and Thomas Stuart

Elizabeth Thiel
Emily Thiel
Susan and George Thiel
Three Holy Women Catholic Parish
Janie and Anthony Tomaz
Angela and Robert Torchia
Ellen and Joseph Turzynski
Patricia Tutus
Susan Uebelacker and Raymond Brown
Moira Urch
Dennis and Mary Vruwink
Wayne and Ruth Ann Vyncke
Mary Kay Wagner
Marioclette and Roger Walsh
Joanne and Robert Weber
Martha Wedemeyer
Harris Weller
Ralph Wenzlaff
Bernard Westfahl
Philip and Pamela Westfahl
Pauline Wiezorek
Gertrude Wilkinson
Patricia Winkler
Constance Wittig
James Wrolstad
Jennifer Younger
Mary Zastrow
Sharan Zelinski

WYOMING
Donald Basko
Sarah and Jim Belcher
Barbara Belus
Matilda Byrans
Laura Buckingham
Rock and Joan Buckingham
Annie and Robert Day
Martin Elbogen
Mary and Ronald Gerber
Ray and Mary Haydel
Darvin and Patricia Jamming
Thomas and Cecelia Kasper
Judith Kraen
Paul Larson
Pauline Marinich
Susan McKee
Dr and Mrs Patrick Meehan
Ann Rochelle
Rita Rochelle
Janeth Stearns
Patricia Kellhi Tripeny
Ron and Alice Wicks

CANADA
David Blumschein
Jane and Peter Cannon

CHINA
Christine and Terry Branstad

ITALY
Viviane Toomey Rago and Albert Rago

JAPAN
David and Junko Hackett

Anonymous Donors: 58
January has been designated by presidential proclamation as National Human Slavery and Human Trafficking Prevention Month.

BVMs join the Coalition Against Human Trafficking in Dubuque, Iowa, to promote the following initiatives:

- Placement of billboards with a message to end human trafficking and the national hotline phone number;
- Co-sponsorship of screening the film “I Am Still Here” that focuses on the deception that leads to abduction and sex slavery of a young woman in an ordinary neighborhood;
- Proclamation by the city (l.) to raise awareness of this month; and
- Daily reflection and prayer at Mount Carmel.

If you or someone you know is a victim of human trafficking, call or text the HOTLINE now: 1-888-373-7888 | text 23373.